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D1plostomg t 1dae

Famille Alariidae Tuhangui, 1922.
Diagnose. - StrigcoidPa : Corp:-. urdinairement divise nettement en deux regions - partie anterieurP aplatic, concave
ventralement; partie posterieur,, coniquP, cylindriquP ou ovo1de
ou morphologiqucment imlivis, Jinguiforml"'. Presence ou
absence de glandes cephaliques debouchant dans des pseudoventouses laterales. OrganP adhesif de structure simple, mais de
forme variable, circulaire, el1iptique ou tres alJonge ; cavite avec
ou sans papilles et glande sous-jac0nte. AbsPnce de cirre et de
poche du cirre. Pore genital subterminal, sur le cote dorsal. TPsticules situes ordinairement l'un derriere l'autre et en arriere de
l'ovaire.
Hotcs : Mammiferes, Ois<'aux Pt Crocodiles.
Larve metacercairt> du type Diplostom11f11m, Nea.'icit.'i ou Tylodelphys
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DlPLOSTO~llll.\E

l'll1ri1·r, 18~1\

Famih· di:u.:11, ,-i\ II t l:e kl'IOWfl d1pfo!lfo,nid ,enef'- .fn,m
i.1111:1.

w,;,o.-, ,,,,.
Afel.Y;i~ tt(R., 1H--ll l,

,UQrii11•• Hq// cJ.

w,iwt11n

4

/$ btltJn'4 f-o t 1w sub-

w; ido r, ~ ~ l ~

Subfamilv <li,1g11usi:-. - DiplosVH111d,Lt·: \"itdlaria 1:onfined to anterior
region of bucly .. \lmost cxclusiv..:ly parasitic in mammals.

Key to genera of Alariinae from mammals
1.

2.

3.

Vikllaria distributed in two body regions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
\"itelbria. confined to forcbody . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Vitcllaria. extending in medi:rn fidd of liinclbody; anterior testis
bkral, asymnwtrical, witl,uut lc,lKs on p(lsterior
surface .............................. f)i.!dphudiplostomum
Yitdlari.t extendin.~ as far ba( k as 11,·an·; ,t11t1 rior testis
median, lobed on posteriur :,mLiu; . . . . . t 'nhydridiplostomum
Hinclbody prn(lUCf'd p1,:-ternn·11lr.1ll:-,,· into a cone, which
contains in the axis a divettidc cc,nstricll'd uff frum
the bursa, and at the mammillary tip of which upens the
excretory pon· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Podospathalium
Hindbncl~· cylinclrical or conical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4

])IGENEA

4.
5.

G.

\ll•

M.\M.,.AI

Pseudosucker present .................... .
Pseudosucker absent ............... ..... .
Tribocytic organ small, circular; o,·an· ,1pp11:-i 1, ·
testis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, ·, ,,
,, ,, ,.,
Trobocytic organ large, elliptiL,d c,; li11: 1if,,r111 : "'"'
antrrior to tan elem tr~trs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
,, ,
Triboc_vtic organ large, cl1,11Q",1t1·: "' .11~· ant( rinr t"
juxtaposed testes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . /'/1,irv11i::11\l •11,, , .,
Tribocytic organ large, suhcurdiftJrlll, tc--.t,·~ ,: , ' ·]'•!:-I'd
i '/,,,n 111;o~tom11m
.... ........... ............... ........
Triborylic t1rg;111 small or nwdium-si11·tl. cin 1tl.i1 ,, -1, -.
tan cl Pm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
/-, / ricolu
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[Syn. Vibricolinae Sudariko\ l %0 J
't d" Mammifhi•s. Follicules vit('llcwPn1•,; co1di11t"•,- 011 t1·1H1ant
P aras1 es ,
"'
•
I
I
a se confiner <lans le sPgm,·nt antfri('ur e~ ruPn_H· a ." af'c1111111 n < aw,
1
l'organe tribocytiq~~n voie d'hypt'rlroplw·. qui -.111111 1111 allonir ·nwnt
ou un elargissement souvent considerable chez les formes les plus
evuluees, avec occlusion (la fente se reduisant alors a un sillon median).
11 genres identifiables au moyen de la cle suivante:
l. Fonrn· alwrrante: constriction transversale posterieure aux
glandes genitales, isolant le <<corps>> propr<'ment dit (compose
des deux segments anterieur et posterieur, dont le premier se
<leveloppe en forme de <<spathe>> enveloppant l'organc trihocytique) du<• pied•> coustitue par deux protuberances divergentes:
l'une dorsale, largemcnt coniquc, dont l'axe, faisant un angle
ohtus avec celui du corps, est occupe par l'atrium genital
tuhuleux (a ouverture subterminale deplacee ventralement a
son Pxtremite largement arrondie), l'autre ventrale, plus petite,
husquee OU conique, a l'extremite souvent terminee en mamelon
au sommet duqll(•l s'ouvre le pore excreteur «•t dont l'axe est
parcouru par l(' div1·rticule avcugle de l'atrim :1.
Podos11athalium Dubois
Form<' diplustomiennt• normale: la constrict ion transversale
separe lcs deux ;:cgmpnts du corps . .

2

:2. Tt'sticules situes l'un a cote de l'autre
Testicules situes l'un dcrrihe l'autre .

6

3

3. Presence de pseudo-ventouses. Testicules non lobes, spheriques
ou longuem<'nt ovoi'des . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ahst>nce de pseudo-vt•ntouses. Tcsticule:- multilobes. Organe trihocytique grand et large, subcordiforme.
Pharyngostomum Ciurea
4. Pn~sencr d'une poche ejaculatrice ('t d'un cone genital abrite
dans une hours<' copulatrice petite Pharyngostomoides Harkema
Absencr de puche ejaculatrice et de con<' genital: le canal
hnmaphro1lite, tres court, s'ouvre directement dans la paroi
ventral!' <l'unc bourse copula trice bien de\ t>loppee .

4

5

5. Organe trihocytique comtitue par dcux lobl's juxtaposes, sans
demarcation posterit>ure, <'t ahrite clans un segmf'nt anterieur
courtemeut spathace . . . . Purallelorchis Harkema et Miller
Or~arH' tribocytique non lobe, longuement linguiforme et
contenu <lans une pochC' Vf'ntrale constituel' par les bords lateraux du segment anterieur replies ventralPmt'nt et soudes sur
la ligne mediane jusqu'au quart de sa longueur.
Procyotrema Harkema et Miller
(l.

4
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Suhfamilia ALARIINAE Hall et Wi~dor 1918
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•

7

Prr-sencf' de pseudo-ventouses ou d'auricul<'~
Absence de pseudo-ventouses ou d'auricules

10

7. Ovaire lateral et oppose au testicule anterieur.
Cynodiplostomum Dubois
Ovain· pretesticulaire

8

8. Organe tribocytique moyen, fongiforme, rond ou ovale, souv<'nt
plus large que long, ne depassant pa:- le mili<'u <lu :-egrnent
anterieur. Ovaire lateral (devant le l er testicule). Parasitt> de
Didelphyides . . . . . . . . . Didelphodiplostomum Dubois
Organe tribocytique presque toujours grand et allonge, elliptique ou linguiforme (rarement moyen et ovale, mais alors plus
long que large), depassant dans tousles cas le milieu du segm1•nt
anterieur et excedant le plus souvent la moitie de la longueur
de celui-ci . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9
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9. Presence d'un cone genital. Segm1•nt anteril'Uf plus long que fo
segment posterieur. Ovaire intnsf'gmentaire. Follicule:- vitcllogenes confines dans le premier s,·gment ct Il(• debordant que I
rarement dans le second . . . . . . . . .
A/aria Sduank
a) Presence d'auricules sur la marge extnne ct :-trifr d1•:-11uellt's
dehouchent lcs gland<'s prosdetiques. Te:-ticules multilobes
OU simplcmf'nt hilobes (l'anterieur etant asymetri,pl<'ment I
developpe). Parasites hahitm·ls dei- Canidt~s (t't des Procyonides) . . . . . . . . . . . . ~uhg<'nu:- 1laria ~chrank
b) Presence de pseudo-v<•ntouses au fond d<'squdl1•s <lehou<"hent
les glandes prosdetiques. Testicules trilobes posterieun·mt•nt.
les lobes lateraux pouvant etre subdivises en lobules clorsal
et ventnl. Parasites habituels des Mustelides.
Subgenus Para/aria Krause
Absence de cone genital. Segment anteriPur plus court quc lt>
segment posterieur claviforme, 011 l'ovairc sc situe entre le 1 •a
et le 1 /1. de la longueur et dans lequel lcs folliculPs vit1·llog1'>nes
ont une densite plus faible, etant dii-perse~ latfralcment I«· long
des caeca, -,oit jusqu'au niveau de l'ovaire, soit jusqu'a la hauteur de la bourse copulatrice . . Enhydridiplostomum Dubois

10. Segment anterieur cochleariform<', plus long quc le segment
posterieur. Organe tribocytique circulaire ou elliptiquf". dt"
dimensions moyennes. Ventouse ventral<· normalemcnt developpee. G lande de Mehlis intertesticulaire OU a cote du testicule
anterieur asymetrique . . . . . . . . . . Fibricola Dubois
Segment anterieur utriforme, plus court que le scgmf'nt posterieur, s'cuvrant par une fente mediane etroite et abritant un
organe tribocytique linguiforme, bien developpe et protractilc.
Ventouse ventrale tres petite. Glande de Mehlis a cote de l'ovaire.
Prudhoella Beverley-Burton
./)U8t:H5 ~ If/(,, 3

I. Sous-famille ALARIINAE Hall and Wigdor, 1918.

Diagnose. -

Alariida<.' : Glaude de Mc":hlis pt rcs<'rrnir Yitello~ene cnt~e les d~ux testicules. Organe adhesif Pl1ipti4ue et
tre~ .~llonge ou cordtforrne, de grancks dimensions, depassant la
m_o1!1e d0 l~ lo_ngueur dP la partie antericure du corp;-;. L'uterus
PE.'netn~ orrlma1renwnt dans la has<' <lP la partiP anteriPurc du
c-orps et atteint rorgane adhesif. Follicules YitPllogenes confine~
prps11ue entierem:'_~t dam, la partiP anteriC'ure du corps.
Hotes : Mamm11 en-'s.
Genre-l!JJJf..

Alarirr Schrank. 1788
Dvl,otSJ /'1.9.J..
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Alariinae Hall et Wigdor, 1918
Subfamily <lia~n(lsis. ::........ Diplostomidae with vitellaria confined to
forebody. Parasites of mammals, occasionally of birds.
Key to genera of Alariinae from birds
Body distinctly bipartite; oral sucker and pseudosuckers not
strongly developed, latter may be represented by auricular
projections; tribocytic organ large, more than half as long as
forebody .............................................. Alaria 1
Body not distinctly bipartite; oral sucker and pseudosuckers
strongly developed; acetabulum reduced or absent; tribocytic
organ less than half as long as forebody .... . . Austrodiplostomum
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Alaria Schrank, 1788
I

Generic Jiagnosis. - DiplostomiJae, Alariinae: With pscudosuckers or
auricular projections. Budy distinctly two-segmented; forebody always
longer than hindbody, from which it is separated by more or less marked
transverse constriction. Tribocytic organ oblong, elliptical or linguiform,
one half to six-sevenths as long as forebody; its anterior border may
overreach the pharynx or oral sucker. Ovary situated at junction of
!two body regions. Uterus intruding into posterior or middle portion of
tribocytic organ. Testes lobate; anterior often asymmetrical, situated
more or less laterally and opposite to shell gland; posterior the larger.
OL\ita ejaculatorius lightly muscular or forming a aefinite pouch.
Su.,_ amall, with subterminal pore, containing genital cone. Vitellaria
c- o ~ to forebody. Parasitic in carnivorous mammals and rodents,
e
in birds.
otype: A. alata (Goeze, 1782) (Pl. 68, Fig. 832), syn. A. vulpis
Sc rank, 1788, in Vulpes vulpes; Germany. Also in Canis azarae, C.
f af"iliaris, C. lupus, Felis sylvestris, Fennecus zerda, Vulpes alopex;
E,at-ope, Africa and S. America. Cercaria develops in Planorbis vortex ~szkowski (1922).
Representatives from avian hosts:
, A. robusta Verma, 1936, in intestine of Otogyps calvus; India. This
If regarded by Dubois (1938) as an accidental parasite.
Proalaria alcedensis Patwardhan, 1935, from Indian Alcedo atthis ispida
q~d Ceryle varia = C. rudis can be assigned neither to Proalaria which is
i synonym of Diplostomum, nor to any of the known genera. As suggested
~y Dubois (1938) it may represent a new genus, provided that there were
uue pseudosuckers.

JCEtionally

.

i .. ✓

;"-l

•

• ,

1. Genre Alaria Schrank, 1788.

Diagnose. - Alariinal' : Les <kux partit•:-; <lu corps sont nettemPnt delimitces. Organe adhesif elliptique, tre:; allonge, depas!--ant ta moitie d<' la longtwur UL' la partie anterieure <lu corps.
Presencl' de glandes cephaliques de chaqtH' cote d(• la ventouse

orate.

Espece-typP. - Alaria alata (Goez<', 1782) -- lfrmistomum
aiaf11m (Goeze, 1782) DiPs.
1 I.,:, ,-,11:•ril•ll<'I'>- qui uni :tl' :·.,it,.; en , 111 d,· 1.i ('1,1111ais,a11l'e de~ C)l'it·~ c,olutit's ol,·
fl'en,alc,d,' di' la 1';1millt- ill•,; .1/,rrill/,.,· ,u11t I,·~ ,11iv,11Jtl',

Trematodes adultea

.·l/11,•i11 ,,,11st,·!,11• no~ma
JJ, 1,/1.sf,,111111II s1,otl111,·r11111
(H11d.1

/J1pl1, ." \/u01HtJ1 t•u/; ,•,,s

!Ji1il11slo1,11i/11111

P1·1utlal"ia c/m•al" Cim·ca

Ty/o(if,fphys clnN1la

t Curl

JJ, -

\. J. llll:Snl.1, 1931)
1-:l,rhardt [Braun (IR!l'l•I

7,los/uli111l11111 SJW/hrwt'11111

/Te:rico 1td1m1
a11,l Hrool-.~J
Pr,radip/t,.,1<1·11111111 1•tycl111cl11•i/11.~ (Fau,.11
C,·o ." iJ>!,in/,1 h11//,,,g/11ssa ,·an
Hait~ma
Pr11a/aria eJ·cava/11 (Hnd.)
lJip/us/0111 HIii

Auteurs

Larves melacercaires
liiJ1/11.,/11111ul11111

J.-P. v:in flaitsnia

!11f/<1s

rm:~),

(ll11gl1t·~ :lllll lkl'ld,0111 ·:

.l\'p11sr11.~ pt11,·l1111·hei/11.,
1 Fau::;IJII u!,!he~anu pj,.z,·wk
S1•11s,·1is

/1111/,,.,1/11,su

,1·:111

J.-1'. van llaibma (1930 ·

·.J.-P. ,·an llait~ma

IJail,.ma) lfu;..hes
T!fl11c/1•/7,i, ys ,·l111ch ;,,,.,,

I. Ciurea (19:?8)

(lfenlc)

I. Ciurea (1928)

(\'. :',;c,l'dmann)

Par cont re, Jes Trematodes de la famille des Sfl•igei<lae pr·ovicnnent dt:! lar,es mctacerrairt>s du tn1e 1'et1·11c11tylt·:
Aateurs
Larve• metacercairea
Trematodes adaltes
r.,,ty/1◄ 1·11s

T1•t1·a<·otyle lypica De Fil.

Coty/1.t1·us /lal,elliformis
( Faust)
Coty/w"Us 1uichigor1e11sis (La

Tctmrotyle /Tal,clli{01"llli.~
1Faust)
.
Tetracotyle 1·0·111m1mis
Hughes
TetmC1Jtyle
Tetracotyle orie11talis Faust

rnn,11/us (Hud.) =:Strigeo /111'(/a Steenstrup

Hue)

.

Apate1111111 gmci/is (Ru1l)
Cyatlwcoty/eodentalis Faust

I'. MathiaH (HJ-2'21 .Pt I..
~zidat (1923)
J .-P. ,·an llaitsma (1930)
J .-P. van Haitsma ; 19a0,1
L. Szidat r 19~!1)
E.-C. Faust (1922)

Especes. - Alaria clathrata (Diesing) __ Hemistomum. clathi-atum Diesing. Alaria pseudoclathrata (Krause)
Hemistomurn pseudoclathratmn Krause. Alaria americana. Hall an<l
Wi~dor. Alaria michiganensis Hall and Wigdor. Alaria mustclae
Bosma. Alario arisaem.oid<>s Augustine and Uribe.
F-rorr.
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.Aluri,l Srhra11k, Ii~~
(~1-11eric diagnosis. ·- Diplostomi<lac, .\lariinae: Budy di,· 11 , 'h t w, ,SC'gmented; for1·bndv 1•rovided with pse11dnsud.:1•r.,; (suhge11ti-, l ',1r1i/,1nc1 l
or o111ricular pr,,i1·.-fi11n..; (subgenus Alaria); hi11db11dy short,·r th.111 '. ,1, bod\·. more 111 J, , , ,,,, . . tricted off from furc•llfl<ly. Trih11cytic 111 . ·., •., 1, , , , ,
cal ,,r lin~11il, •1:, , 1riable in lc11gtl1. Oral suck,'r --111:dl. pli.11\·1 , , , , •
de\'C•l(lpc<l, ,._, i •'•· . ' b Vl'ry short, r,•r·,1 term111.Lt111 '. ' 11•·.1r I""'' 1, ,1 ,
tremity . ..-\, ·,·:.ti,11lt1111 present. Testes u--11:i.ll\' !,ilwd: a11t,·11"1 t ,· : :,
asymmetrically developed, situated mon· 11r Ii::-.:-. Lttt-r,dlv and up!Ju~,, ,
shell gland, J•ostPrinr testis always much hr~1•r: 1•111inal vesicl<· foll1,~, !
by slight!~• nrn-,cular cluctus ejaculatoriu-- 11r \\,·II ,!,-,,·l11p1'd l jac11l.1t, ,1, ·
pnnrh; g1·!lit. 1 l ,·11 : 11~ pn ·sC'nt. Bursa small. \\iti, ..:11io1, , : .. :1.il i"'T•' 1 h · ,.
sit11.t11·1l ar )11'
1 •· .,f two bodv rC'giun-,. l't, 111 ••;
, : ,1 1, f1,r\\ o1 t•i • ·
trih ,1 \·tic •·r
1:, ·llaria confiuC'd to forl'!, , ,d, 1, 1.1,i 11n: .t littl, i i• ,
hindl,~1dy 0111\ "', .i..;ionally. Intestinal para-,1t~-- <•'. 111.1111mals.
0

1

1

Grnutyj>, . I. . 1/,uia) alata (Gocze, li~:?J \l'I. f3!1, Fig. 8:3:.!) . ... , 11.
Alariu ·cu/pis :--ch rank, l i88, in Vulpcs ,·11lp1,: G,·r111.1ny. Also i11 r ·,111, ~
azar<le, C. /ami/iari.,, C. lupits, Edis ,;;11lvestn~. Fo111ccus zada, 1·,,11,,,
alopex, D1·s11u1111 moschald, Nyctcreulcs proc\'• // uidt"s: Enrop<- . \• 1 1o 1,
S. America (?).
Cercaria devdops in Planorbis ,•nr!t'x - - J{u..;zkowski (HI~~,
delphis rlzaLliidis" from Rana esculcn!c1 pruL.d,!) "Jfrmistomum ., :' , · "'
fox - Leuck,trt (1889) . Mesocercaria in rnw-ch-s of pig as · ;,
.,1 , 1 1
musculorum s11is l>uncker, 18!)6" - Dullfus and C]1 ;thau<l ( I!1.,:: /1 11 1 ,
and .Vatrix :,,pp. in \'alga Delta - Dubinina (J !1,,4); cf. Sa rn 1, ,, I'.•.",~ , .
1

1

Othn species:

A. (A.) americana Hall et \Vigdur, HIIS , in 1 ,,1 •,1111 1:,, ,n,,
G. lupus lycaon, and Vulpes f>omsyh-,1111 , , l - \ 1 t11 ,Lda.

A. (A.) arisaemoides Augustine et Uribe, 1927, in Vulpes pennsylvanica (= V. fulva) and Canis familiaris; U.S.A., Canada.
Planorbula armigera, Promenetus exacuosus: Bufo americana tadpoles, Rana pipiens tadpoles and adult, Rana
clamitans (exp.) - Pearson (1954).
A. (A.) canis La Rue et Fallis 1934, in Canis familiaris; Canada.
H elisoma trivolvis, H elisoma campanulatum: Biifo americanus
tadpoles, Rana pipiens tadpoles and adults, Rana clamitans
(exp.) - Pearson (1954).
A. (A.) minnesotae Chandler, 1954, in Mephitis mephitis and cat;
T etracotyle bonasa Chandler, 1954, in oval cysts from connective tissue fascia of breast muscle of Bonasa u,mbellus may
be the larva of this species - Chandler (1954).
A. (A.) oreRonensis La Rue et Barone, 1927, in Canis latrans lestes;
U.S.A.

A. (Paralaria) clathrata (Dies., 1850) La Rue, 1926 (Type of subg.
Paralaria Krause, 1914), in Lutra brasiliensis; Brazil.
A. (P.) dubia Chandler et Rausch, 1946, in Mustela noveboracensis;
U.S.A.

A. (P.) freundi Sprehn, 1932, in Lutreola vison; N. America.
A. (P.) intermedia (Olivier et Odlaug, 1938) in cat, dog, rat, mouse.
Ra11a f>if>io,, /I/an ,,l,11/.1 ,,rmil',.,,,,
< lli\·i,·r ( I !)40). in cat
d111.: r.,, 11, ,,, .
Pl10,~rh,,.J11, .r,ri11i~ClL"
,,,, trit,olvis,
k,w,, ('rf'; ,.
OellOkJ U14f1P) iM. ~~•.u1op,iJ ''{{{.\ and
f~"g~
1111.._ ,, 0", J-liqti11bf1il-ll\ $1- Cla.!:.1 (flt~ ql):.il-.., m
L rocyon ~- c1n1·rt",",-.' 11tn1 · . .\I, I ,11{1 , ,, •.,:,,, .
cstern
Massachusetts-Rankin (Hf46); larval form in Rana pipiens
- Walton (1950).
A. (P.) michiganensis Hall et Wigdor, 1918, in Canis /amiliaris,·

?,

U.S.A.

A. (P.) minuta Chandler et Rausch, 1947, in Mustela vison; U.S.A.
A. (P.) mustelae Bosma, in Lutreola vison, lctis noveboracensis and
Fiber zibethicus; U.S.A. and Canada.
Cercaria with two pairs of penetration glands and flame
cell formula of 2[(l+l+l)+(l+l+[2J)] develops in
Planorbula armigera; metacercaria with two pairs of
penetration glands and flame cell formula of 2[(3+3+3)+
(3+3)] in experimentally infected tadpoles or naturally
infected frogs (Rana clamitans, R. catesbiana, R. pipiens,
R. palustris); fed to laboratory raised white rats in which
they encysted in the muscles and lungs. Mature adults
were recovered from the intestine of mink and weasel 19
days after ingestion of infected mouse. - Bosma (1934).
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II. REVISION DE QUELQUES GENRES ET ESPECES
Genus A LA RIA Schrank 1788
Jusqu'ici on avait admis la repartition des espec1•,; en deux
sous-genres : Alaria Schrank 1788 et Paralaria Krause 19 L4, definis le
premier par la possession d'auricules, le second par I't>xistence de
fH,eudo-ventOUSt' .... L ·etu<le dt• cntairn•.; d,· ('f'S t"!'-pt·Ceb uous a montre qut•
critt'>re, a lui "eul. ne i-u tfi:,ait pas toujour-. a le" er facilement la <liffin1ltf
de leur attribution. c .. -.t le cas pour A. arisaemoi<les \u~ustuw Pt
,l'rihe 1()27 et pour A. nasum> La Rue t>t Towmwud 1927. dont le1-,
auricules. tre:-, petites, pf'uvt'nt ;.c rftracter ct i-imuln det. psN1<loventouses.
lnversement la protrm,ion des pseu<lu-ventow,es leR transformt"
1
protuberances suhcylin<lriques et relati,ement courtes, telles que ct'llt>R
qu'ODLAUC (1940. pl. IL fi~. 8) ob-.n-va chez son 4laria interm('(lia.
Le Dr J.C. PE4.R-;oN (in litteris) nou1- a fait part de 1,eR obst>rvations 1,ur
Alaria taxideae Swam.on Pt Erick:son 1946, dont quelquer- paratype8
montraient ces organei,, plus ou moim fvagineti (< in the form of short,
cylindrical tentatular >>. JI precisait qut> cei:; processus different de:-. auricules par le fait que lcs ouvertures de:s glandes prosdetiques debouchent 1
a leur extremite obtuse, arrondie OU deprimee, tandis qu'elles :le situf'nt
sur la marge externe et striee · des appendices auriculiformes. Il faut
done bien convenir que ceux-ci ont unt" structure typique qu'on ne
retrouve pas dans les pseudo-ventouses evaginees.
KRAUSE (1914, p. 233) avait attire l'attention sur la morphologie
differente des testicules d'Alaria (type alata) et de Paralaria (type
clathrata et espece consuhgenerique pseudoclathrata): ces organes sont
fortement lobes chez la premiere, tandis qu 'ils sont divises en 3 a 5 lobes
posterieurs chez les secondes. Cette multilobulation se retrouve chcz les
Alaria a auricules: arisaemoides et 11asuae (cf. pp. 122 et 124), mais chez
A. (A.) americana ( -= canis) le testicule posterieur est simplement
hilohe (le premier etant cuneiforme, ar-ymetriquement Mwloppf).
Par contre nous avons constate chez Alaria ( Paralaria) mu.,e.,lae
Bosma (fig. 5-7), chez A. (P.) mustelae canadensis \"\'ebster et Wolfgang
(fig. 8-9) que les testicules sont trilobes posterieurement (le premier
etant asymetriquement developpe) et que chez Alaria ( Paralaria)
taxideae Swamon et Erickson (fig. 10-11) cette trilohation se complique
par une bipartition des lobes testiculaires lateraux en un lobule doriaal
et un lobule ventral.
II semble done judicieux dt> maintenir la subdivision du gt>nre
A/aria Schrank en ses deux sou1-,-genreR definis comme suit:
<'t'

,·n

A/aria: presence d'auricules sur la marge exteme et striee de.;quelles dehouchent lt>s glandes prosdetiques. Testicules multilobe,; ou
r-implement hilohfs (l'anterieur etant asymetriquement dfveloppe).
Parasitf's habituels des Canidae (et des Proc_vonidae) 1 •
Paralaria ;_ presence de pseudo-ventouse:-. au fond df'i:;quellt>s dfbouchent le,; glandes proRdetiques. Testicules trilohes posterieurf'ment, les
lobes lateraux pouvant etre Ruhdivises en lobuleb dorsal et ventral. I
Parasites habituels des Mustelidae.
1
Dane son• Traite de Zoologie • (t. XVII, fasc. 1, p. 282), P.-P. GRAs~t indique. • Lell r"
Procyoninae pa1sent pour se relier a de■ ancetres pri.mitifs, encore arboricoles, des Canidae •·

Au sous-genre Alaria [type alata (Goeze)] nous attribuons americana

Hall et Wigdor (syn. canis La Rue et Fallis, minne.-wtae Chandler),
arisaemoides Augustine et Uribe (syn. oregonensis La Rue et Barone)
et na,uae La Rue et Townsend.
Au sous-genre Paralaria [type clathrata (Dies.)] reviennent pseudoclaihrata (Krause), mustelae (avec ses 4 synonymes: freundi Sprehn,
intermedia Olivier et Odlaug, dubia et minuta Chandler et Rausch, et
la sous-espece canadensis Webster et Wolfgang) et taxideae Swanson
et Erickson.
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Cle de Alaria

2.

3.

4.

5.

Presence d'une poche ejaculatrice claviforme, a paroi musculeuse epaisse de 27-55 µ . .
. . . . .
. . . . . .
Absence de poche ej aculatrice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Longueur du Ver : jusqu'a 11 mm. Parasite de Vulpes fulva
(Desm.), Canis familiaris L., C. latrans lestes Merr. et Urocyon
cinereoargenteus (Schreb.). Etats-Unis et Canada.
A. (A.) arisaemoides
Longueur du Ver: jusqu'a 4,5 mm . . . . . . . . . . . .
Auricules tres courtes. Testicules multilobes. Organe tribocytique tres developpe, recouvrant la petite ventouse ventrale
(50 µ). Parasite de Nasua nasica (L.) . . . .
A. ( A.) nasuae
Auricules saillantes, pouvant atteindre 300 µ de longueur.
Testicule posterieur bilobe. Organe tribocytique moyennement
developpe, ne recouvrant jamais la ventouse ventrale (90-120/
90-140 µ) ou ne la masquant qu'en partie. Parasite de Canis
familiaris L., C. latrans Say, C. lupus Schreb., Vulpes fulva
(Desm.) et sa ssp. alascensis Merr., Urocyon cinereoargenteus
(Schreb.), Lynx canadensis Kerr., L. rufus Schreb., Felis
domestica L. juv., Martes pennanti (Erxl.) et Mephitis mephitis
(Schreb.). Canada, Minnesota, Alaska. . . . A. ( A.) americana
Presence d'auricules pouvant atteindre jusqu'a 150 µ de longueur. Testicules multilobes. Parasite de Canides (Cariis, Vulpes,
Alopex, Fennecus) et du Chat sauvage. Europe. A. ( A.) alata
Presence de pseudo-ventouses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ventouse ventrale situee aux 12-25/100 du segment anterieur.
Organe tribocytique 2 3 / 4 a 4 fois plus long que large. Parasites
de Lutra brasiliensis Zimm. Bresil . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ventouse ventrale situee aux 30-45/100 du segment anterieur.
Organe tribocytique 1 1 / 3 a 2 1 / 3 fois plus long que large. Essentiellement parasites de Mustelides, occasionnellement de Canides (« gray foxes>>) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ...,_

///~/;.:": ;/:..;,. :.: ...

Malgre cette repartition et pour des raisons pratiques, nous proposons
une cle de determination etablie d'apres des caracteres morphologiques
plus facilement observables que ceux dont il est fait mention dans
la discussion precedente.

I1.

\.

2
4

3

6. Pharynx beaucoup plus grand que la ventouse buccale (rapport
des diametres moyens des deux organes : 2,12-2,68).
A. ( P.) clathrata
Pharynx plus p<'tit que la ventouse buccale.
A. ( P.) pseudoclathrata
7. Pharynx 122-240, 95-190 p. Vitdlogenes remontant lateralt>ment
jusqu'au bord anterieur des replis latero-ventraux du premier
s<'gment. Tf'sticules a lobes lateraux divises en dt'ux lobules
(dorsal f't wntral). Etats-Unis (Minnesota). A. ( P.) taxideae
Pharynx 71-134 148-llS !'· Vitellogenes s'arretant au niveau du
bord posterinir de la -ventouse ventrale ou ne l'atte ignant meme
pas latfralement. Tt>sticules a lobes lateraux entiers
A. / P.) mustelae
a) Rapport des longueurs: segment posterif'ur / s •gment anterieur = 0.S3-0,79; pharynx / ventouse buccale = 1,1-2,7.
Diamt'-tre transvnsal des testicules: anterieur 120-440 µ,
po:-;terieur ] 30-560 µ. Etats-Unis (Michigan , Oregon et
Ma""ac hu:-;etts) . . . . . . . . A. ( P.) nm~telae mustelae
b) Rapport dei; longu<•urs : segmt>nt posterieur I :-;t>gment anterieur -= 0,74-0,97 ~pharynx/ ventouse buccalc - 0,8-1. Diami>tre transversal des testicules: anterif'Uf 31 .3-525 /1, posteri«·tu 40:;. 705 p. Canada (Prov. de Quebec).
A. (P.) muste 1ae mnadensis
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l. ALARIA (ALARIA) AMERICANA Hall et Wigdor 1918
[Syn. Alaria ca.nis La Ru(" et Fallis 1934;
Alaria minnesotae Chandler 1954]
(Fig. 1-2)
Les figur("s ~ ("t 3 de la description originalf' rC'prest'ntent surement
un exemplaire fortt'ment comprime f't flargi transvC"n,alement. Tenant
rompte df' cette deformation, Oil pn1t presumer l'identite de A. americana
Hall et Wigdor J 918 ("t de A. canis La Rue et Fallis 1934, car toutes
deux ont des auricules hi,·n developpees, des vitellogcnes limites anterie-urement au niYeau de la ve-ntousf' ventrale-. de-s ceufs assez grands
(mt'surant jusqu'a 134 99 ;1 clans le-s feces). un hote eommun, le Chien,
et un(" mfmc 1listrihution gtiographique (Michi~an et Ontario).
J;t>xe-mplain' trf's contracte de A. americana qu c nous avons re-;u
de Belt~villt' (l'. ~- Nat. :Vf us .. Helm. Coll. N° 24546 l4,.~3], Dog: Detroit)
est hien identiquC' a A. can is 1 : auricules atteignant :200 µ de longueur;
ventouse buccalf' 120 ;1 de diametre; pharynx 150/85 µ; ventouse
1 rn antre exemplaire. enregistre sous le meme numero (24 546 [45 .l]), s'identifie sans aucun
doute avt>c Alaria ( Paralaria) mustelae Rosma 1931, dont ii presente toutes Jes caracteristiques: presence de pseudo-ventonses et absenc<' de poche ejaculatrice; ventouse buccale
115, 85 ,, ; pharynx 120/65 ,, ; ventousc ventrale 63/78 11, nettement pl11s petite que la buccale;
organe tribocytique 340 '340 p (le Ver est legerement contracte) : {f'ufs I 05-1 l 0/63-68 µ ; vitellogenes o'arretant au niveau du bord postfrieur ou du c~tre de la ventonse ventrale.

ventrale 105 /130 Jl, non recouverte par l'organe tribocytiquc: prt'min
testicule asymetriquemt nt developpe; second testicule hilohe: pres<'nce
d'une poche ejaculatrice dont les parois ont 35 a 40 I' t1·fpaiss1·1u:
vitellogenes s'arrf~lant au niveau du bord postfrif'ur de la vl'ntouse
ventrale, sur la ligne m,~diane (refoules plus en avant lateralement ~ous
l'effet de l? forte contraction du Ver).

Fig. 1. Alaria ( Alaria) americana
Hall et Wigdor 1918 = Alaria
minnuotae Chandler 1954, de Mephitis mephitis (Schreb. ). Para type
(U.S. Nat. Mus., Helm. Coll. N°
37371). Structure du pharynx et
ses relations avec les ventouses
(les auricules sont retractees).

Nous considerons done A. ca.nis comm<' synonyme de .4. amerirana.
La preparation typf' d'Alaria minnesotaf' Chdl. (U. ~- :\ at. Mus ..
Helm. Coll. N° 3i371) contient trois specimens 1'11 m1•diocn· etat, dont
le type. CHANDLER (1914, fig. l) n'a pu des~int'r aHe 1pwlq11('s Mtails
que la partie au : frieun· du Ver, le segment postfri,·ur rn· lai~sant pratiquement rien \pparaitre des structurf's intnnt·s. Ci'pt>ndant 1111 1'xamen tres atten .f du t yp(" et d'un paratype pernwt d1· discerner les
parois musculeuses d'une poche ejaculatric<', le c11n1· g1:nitaL l'ovaire
intersegmentaire et lateral, le premier testicul(" d,;, t•loppe asymtitriqm·ment en arriere de lui et le vague contour du seeond t,·sticule hilob{-,
Par contre, la limite anterieure des vitellogl'-n,•i,; est birn vii,;ibl1• : c>lle se
situe juste au-devant de la ventouse ventral<'.
Une seconde preparation (U.S. Nat. Mus .• Helm. Coll. l'\ 0 373i2)
contient deux paratypes, dont un est mieux con:a-erve que ii' typ•·- et
surtout plus << typique ►> ! On reconnait parfaitement l'hahitu:; de . Ilaria
canis: segment anterieur spathace, limite de~ vitdlogl'-ne-s au ni·n•au
de la ventouse ventrale, asymetrie du pre-mif'r testicule. forme bilohtie
du second. On distingue vaguement la poche ejaculatrie1· .
La presence d'auriculf's extensibles pC'rmet d'attrihu<'r ees \'1·rs au
sous-genre Alaria, et les caracteres sus-m,·ntionnes a l'esp•'-cc rn11is
La Rue et Fallis, synonyme elle-mPme d<' A. amerirana. Lc,; hf>tPi,;
naturels (mais prohablt'ment accidentf'ls) wnt <piatrf' Chats domt'stiqu,·~
d'une ferme proche du Pare d'Itasca. Minn., et une :'.\.foufrtt<' . .\frphitis
mephitis (Schreh.) de la meme region.
Ces exemplaires, dont certains sont legerement eontract,:s. ne
mesurent que 1.40 a l,89 mm. L'un f'St immature. les quatre autres
contiennent de 4 a 18 reufs 1 •
Le pharynx est decrit par CHANDLER commf' typiquf'ment piriformf' :
cet aspect est du a sa structure. En effet. dans les deux cinqui,'-m,·s
ou la moitie anterieure de l'organe on distingue une di~position particuliere de la musculature (fig. 1): un enchevPtrement <l<' fibres rappelant un peu la tex1 ure d'un sphincter et unf' fine couehe superficielle
d'elements circulairf's. En se contractant, C<'t t'nsembl1· ,VterminP un
resserrem!'nt de la region correspondantf'. II va san~ din' qu<' ef'tte
contraction n'est pas t~uj?urs effective.
1

Pt:A~SON

Fig . 2. Alaria ( Alaria) americana
Hall et Wigdor 1918, de Yul,,_
.f,1,lva alascensis Merr. (R. Rauach
leg., N° d'hote A1 ). Vue lat~rale
de l'extremite posterieure.

(1956, p. 383) dit avoir obtenu des exemplaires ovigere~ d'Alaria canis mesurant

2 mm enVIron.
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Cette structure particuliere du pharynx pent s 'oh,.,nver tri\,., di,-tinctement sur le!- ext'mplaire!- d'Alaria canis, du duodenum dt> J 'u/p(ls fulrn
(Desm.) [col~. Dr J.C. Pearson, N° 53 128, S. Ontario. 1.111.53].
On ne saurait confondre les auricules ret ractees avec des pseudoventouses (malgre one ressemblance superficielle, cf. CHANDLER, op. cil.,
fig. 2 a-f), ni croire que les premieres, en se retractant, prennent l'aspect
ou realisent la structure des secondes. La preparation type de A. minneso&ae permet d'observer le passage de }'ext ension maximum de ces
organes (sur le specimen type) aux divers degres de retraction que
presentent les deux paratypes : les tentacules se retirent dans une
depression qui se creuse a leur base sous l'effet de la contraction de la
musculature auriculaire, en meme temps qu'ils se replient ou s'enroulent,
prenant alors la forme de cornicules. CHANDLE R a traduit plus ou moins
nettement la variation morphologique qui en resulte pour la partie
cephalique du segment anterieur.
Le cone genital occupe la partie basale de la bourse copulatrice
(fig. 2). Le canal hermaphrodite n'y dehouche pas au sommet, mais
sur la face posterieure, comme le montrent les figures 10, 12 et 15 de la
description originale de A. canis .
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Alaria arisaemoides Augustine & Uribe,1927

from Parasit.,vol.19:236-244.
Host: Vulpes fulva, red fox; Massachusetts
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· 1 donal to the 1traight nntral or terminal portion of •

239
uterus and

to the vu elerenB of the posterior testis. At the level al the posterior
of the poaterior •tis it becomes dilated into a thin-wall.ti 1eminal
e. The aeminal v•icle is followed by a muscular duet wllich, after
followa donally the terminal portion of the uterus for a lliaort d ~
itaunioa with $his to form a common genital duct (Text-fig. 2, P1 XVII,
f etl.). A ~ pnital papilla is found at the terminus of the 8(6,u..,.
• duct nioh leads into the common genital atrium, the exterior opeai•

'niaU• the common genital pore (Pl. XVII, figs. 5, 6 and 7, pa., ga., gp.).
e arrangement of the parts of the male system of Alaria arisaemoides ia

.,__ _---.lko----4---ve,

- -....~--&t

~~~t~~~r-""'
1----+----\ltt

~--+-----g~
~__,,__ _ _ _ gp

~ cri 1

·1 •. D ■ ........ -, _. ..,.... ..... · ~ ....a.: -,.ct;
ooa..,. _...... Mliu11,1; r,.. ,..... ,.,...; o, o.-uy; ,,.., polt,llrior t.eet.ia;
........ - . - ; •·••minal naicle; wl., vudeferena;w 1 ., vu~fferenaof anteriorteat.ia;
~,......_of poet.erior testis; uta., ascending limb of uterus; utd., descending limb of
....., l'lom apeoimen 6 mm. in length.

"••·----114 ,-..

1 aimi1ar to that of Neodiplostomum ooch"leare [Hemistomum cockkare
Knue 1915.

1118 .1915]

.

Female Organs.
lie ovary of .Alana arisaemoides is lobed, pyramidal in outline; 0·35 mm.
1-,th .and 0-46 mm. in width at its base. It lies at the constriction of the
whioh separates the cephalic and caudal portions. It is, for the most
, ventral, but the base extends close to the dorsal surface and the anterior
extend somewhat into the holdfast. It also lies upon the anterior pole
the ■mailer t--. The oviduct arises on the ventral surface of the ovu,
foDon th.e line of demarcation between the ovary and anterior tlllia
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2. ALARIA (ALARIA) ARISAEM0IDES Augustine <'t Uribe 1927
[Syn. Alaria oregonensis La Rue et Barone 1927]
(Fig. 3)

Alaria arisaemoides et A. oregonensis sont deux: formes de grandes
dimensions: 2 mm (immature) a 10,6 mm (11 mm d'apres RANKIN 1946)
et 6,33 a 8,25 mm respectivement. La premit-re provient d'un Vulpes f.
fufoa (Desm.) du Massachusetts; la seconde d'un Canis latrans lesies
Merr. de !'Oregon.

A. arisaemoides a ete r<>trouvee
par PRICE (1932) dans un materiel
rc·cu<>illi par 1.- Dr B. T. Simms, a
Corvallifi. Or.-gon. ch.-z Canis Jami•
liaris L. [portion aoterieure du
cJuoMnum]. par RANKIN (op. cit.)
au Ma"1Sachuist>tt~ chez Urocyon c.
ci11n1>oarl{mtf'us (Schreb.) et Vulpes
J. fult•a (D.-i;m.) fjejunum], et par
PEARSON (1956) dani; l'Ontario chez
J'ulpes f. ful,,a (Desm.) [agglome' ration dani- lt> jejunum, approx:imativemt-nt au 1 / 3 de la distance
.-ntrt> le pylore t>t le caecum]. Ainfii
1.-i. d,-ux: formes ne peuvent plus
11'opposer par la distribution geo·
graphique.
Alario ore~onensis est caracte•
risee par la pl'esence d'une poche
ejaculatrice (cf. LA RuE et BARONE
1932, pl. XXIX, fig. 2. DUBOIS 193.8 ,
fig. 244), dont It's parois ont 27-45 µ
d'epaisseur (DuBois.op. cit. , p. 353),
au maximum 52 µ (LA RuE t"t
BARONE. op. cit., p. 207). AuGUS·
TINE et URIBE (1927) n'ont pas
signale cet organe chez -~. arisaemoides, mais ils decrivent un «muscular ejaculatory duct t. Or, dan1 let
exemplaires que nous avons rec;us du l)r PEARSON, ii est facile d' observer la
poche ej aculatrice, qui mesure 1100/360-460 µ, et ses paroia muaoulairee
epaisses de 25 a 55 µ. Sur ce point, l'identite des deux formea paralt
certaine, mais on pourrait encore les opposer par les dimensions det
reufs: 109-128/82-88 µ (moy. 120/86 µ) pour oregonemis, 14,0/90 µ ea
moyenne pour arisaemoides. Or, les mesures que nous avona priaee
sur le type de oregonensis sont 110-125/78-85 µ, sur l'exemplaire conaerv,
au<< Beltsville Parasitological Laboratory, [N° 31765 de Canu familUJTU
L.] 110-123/78-84 µ, et sur les specimens de la collection Pearson 120-136/
78-86 µ. Nous concluons done a l'identite des deux formes, accordant
la priorite a arisaemoides dont la description a ete publiee le 26 ao6t
1927 dans le volume XIX (N° 2) de Parasitology, alors que la note pr6liminaire annonc;ant la decouverte de oregonemis arut dam le voi...
14 (N° 2) du Journal of Parasitology (p. 124: Ahstr. of papen contributed
for the third annual meeting of the Amer. Soc. of Paruitologiata.
1
Nashville, Tenn.), en date des 27-30 decembre 1927 •
A. arisaemoides est en outre caracteriaee par l't:xtensibilit~ dee replia
latero-ventraux du segment anterieur et des rehords parfois dejetM de
l'organe trihocytique linguiforme qui atteint ou depasse l'extrimit'
cephalique du corps, par de tr~s petites auricules souvent difticil• l
distinguer, tan dis que leurs depressions musculaires, cupuliforme1 et
plus facilement colorahles, peuvent etre interpretees comme dee ~
ventouses 2, par ses testicules multilohes, par un uterus bourr~ d'onti
et penetrant dans la base du segment anterieur en avant de l'ovaire
pyramidal, median ou suhmedian. Sur les exemplaires de la collection
Pearson, la ventouse huccale mesure 100-110 µ , le pharynx 150-180/
110-125 µ et la ventouse ventrale 85-90/100-115 µ.

D'ailleun le N° 1 du volume 14 du J. of Paraitology a paru en aeptembre 1927.
PF.ABSON (1956, p. 374, fig. 66 et 67) a repreeente le dip loatomulum de A . .,,___.
avec ee11 auricules 11&illante1 (fig. 66) ou retractee1 (fig. 67), reeeemblant alora A de• paeodo•
1

1

ventouee11.

'

Fig. 3.

•. _
'f'~

\
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Alaria ( Alana) ari.•aemoidei
Au(lustine et l ribe 1927. de J' ulpf'-~
fulva (De<1m.). duodenum (J.C. Pear .. on
lt'g., ~ 0 S 295. S. Ontario. 4.Xl.51).
Loll(llleur 9,66 mm. Vue ,entrale et
extremite anterieure d'un autre e-x.-mplaire. (L:organe triboc~·tiqut> qui la
recouvtt nest pas reprbe·nte.)

3. ALARIA (ALARIA) NASUAE La Rue et Townsend 1927
(Fig. 4)
L'espece a ete decrite d'apres quatre exemplaires provenant de
l'intestin d'un Coati, Nasua nasica (L.), en captivite au Pare zoologique
National de Washington, D. C. Par l'examen d'une serie de coupe•
sagittales (U.S. Nat. Mus., Helm. Coll. N° 26151 = B. A. I. N° 21651),
nous avions reconnu (1938, fig. 242) l'existence d'une poche ejaculatrice
dont les parois fortement musculeuses ont 30 a '1-0 µ d'epaisseur, ce par
quoi elle se distingue facilement de Alaria mustelae Bosma. Comme chez
celle-ci, le pharynx est nettement plus grand que la ventouse huccale,
mais l'organe trihocytique est heaucoup plus developpe et recouvre
l'acetahulum: sur l'exemplaire type (U.S. Nat. Mus., Helm. Coll.
N° 31770), ces organes mesurent respectivement 150/140 µ, 110/130 µ
et 1450/860 µ .

..4. na,ua~ a ete attrihuee au sous-genre Paralaria, puisque LA RuE

c

Towi.-sEND (1932, p. 253 et pl. XXXV, fig. 4) ont cru voir des pseudoTeDtomes: « No tentacular appendages such as occur in Alaria alata

'Wlll'e found, hut in their place are sucker-like depressions on either
al the oral sucker from which strong muscle hands extend back
into the forebody. >> D'apres l'examen du type, nous croyons plutot
que l'espece possede de courtes auricules (fig. 4). A ce propos, il faut
remarquer que les expansions aliformes des Alaria alata et american.a
( = canis) se developpent a partir de depressions cupuliformes ressem•
blant a des pseudo-ventouses. Elles soot particulierement extensible,
chez ces deux especes, mais ont la memc structure que celles de Alario
nasuae, avec striation musculaire sur leur bord externe . Chez cette
derniere, elles mesurent 140 a 150 µ depuis la convexite p osterieure de
l'organe, don t 70 a 75 µ pour la partie auriculaire saillante.
En consequence, il nous parait judicieux de transferer A. nasUM
dans le sous-genre Alaria qui groupe ainsi les pausites d e Canides et de
Procyonides. La multilobation des testicules ju 1tifie ce transfert.
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,uuuoe La Rue et Town.end 1927, de Nasua n.uica (L.). Holo-

iype (U.S.Nat. Mu,., Helm. Coll. N° 31770), Longueur 2,86 mm. Vue ventrale.
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4. ALARIA (PARALARIA) MUSTELAE Bosma 1931
[Syn. Alaria freundi Sprehn 1932;
Alaria intermedia (Olivier et Odlaug 1938);
Alaria dubia Chandler et Rausch 19•t6;
Alaria minuta Chandler et Rausch 1946;
A/aria sp. Rausch 1959.
Alaria mustelae canadensis Webster et Wolfgang 1956]
(Fig. 5-9)
L'examen de la preparation type de Alaria minuta Chdl. et Rsch.
1946 (U.S. Nat. Mus., Helm. Coll. N° 45710), de Mustela vison Schreb.,
montre qu'il s'agit de jeunes adultes (non ovigeres ou ne contenant
qu'un a six reufs dans !'uterus, a glandes vitellogenes peu developp~es)
qu'on ne peut rapporter qu'a Alaria mustelae Bosma, parasite de diver11
Mustelides [Mustela vison Schreb., M. noveboracensis (Emmons),
M. frenata Licht. 1, Gulo gulo (L.) 2) et dont BOSMA (1934, pl. VIII,
fig. 1) avait signale la variabilite morphologique. Leur longueur (sur
cette preparation) est de 0,85 a 1,03 mm. L'organe tribocytique oblong,
a bords lateraux paralleles, atteint la ventouse ventrale situee aux
42-45 1100 du segment anterieur, niveau limite des vitellogenes. Le
pharynx (68-78 /56-63 µ) est toujours plus long que la ventouse buccale
(57-65 157-65 p). L'ovaire reniforme, submedian a lateral, est plus souvent a droite qu'a gauche. Quant aux testicult·s, on peut distinguer, sur
deux exemplaires vus dorsalement, la bi- ou t rilobation du premier de
ces organes. qui est lateral (a lobe externe p lus developpe que le lobe
interne), et la trilobation du second (a lobe d orsal moins apparent que
les deux lobes ventro-lateraux, l'ensemble se developpant en fer a cheval). Les lobes testiculaires sont diriges posterieurement. Cette disposition rappelle celle qui a ete decrite et figuree pour Alaria canadensi5
Wehi-ter et Wolfgang 1956 (fig. 1 de la description originale), et, pour
1
2

D'apres
D'apres

SENGER
DPBOIS

et NEILAND (1955, pp. 637-638).
et RAllSCH (1960, pp. 90-91).

Fig. 5.

If' testicule posterieur, celle que nous avons observee chez l'exemplaire
de Alaria mustelae provenant de Gulo gulo (L.) [cf. DuBois f't R~uscH
1960, fig. 3).
Les deux exemplaires de la preparation type de Alaria dubia Chdl.
et Rsch. 1946 (U.S. Nat. Mus., Helm. Coll. N° 45709) pre:,,mtent les
memes caracteristiques: organe trihocytique elliptique (recouvrant ici
la ventouse ventrale situee aux 37 /100
du segment anterieur), limite des vitellogenes au niveau du bord posterieur
de cette ventouse, pharynx plus long
que la ventouse buccale, testicule&
trilobes, le premier asymetriquement
developpe, le second recourbe en fer
a cheval (fig. 7). Ces specimens non
ovigeres, parasites de Mustela nowboracensis (Emmons), mesurent 1,01
et 1,07 mm cle longueur. A. dubia doit
done etre cousideree comme synonyme
de A. mustelae Bosma.

Alaria intermedia (Olivier et Odlaug 1938), dont le cycle a ete realise
a partir de la mesocercaire, est morphologiquement identique a A. mu5telae. D'apri~s OoLAUG (1940, p. 507)
elle n'en differerait que par le nombre
des protonephridies de ce stade larvaire et les plus petites dimensions
Fi~. 7. Alaria (Paralaria) mustelae
Bosma 1931 = Alaria dubia
Chandler et Rausch 1946, de
Mustela noveboracensis (Emmons). Holotype (U.S.Nat.Mus.,
Helm. Coll. N° 45709). Longueur
1,01 mm. Vue dorsale.

•l' •:;:
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Fig. 5. Alaria ( Paralaria) mw,t,lae B011ma 193 l juv.
Alario minuta Chandler et
Rausch 1946, de .1\-fwula t•iJ011 S<·hrl"b. Pa.ratvpe (l .S.l\at. \ius.. Helm. Coll.
•
N° 45710). Longul"ur 1 mm. Vue dor.,all".
Fig. 6. Alaria (Paralaria) mustelae Ilosma 19.H ju\'.
Alaria minuta Chandlt>r l"t
Rausch 1946, de Mustela rison Srhreh. ParatJpr (ll.S.:\at.\lus .• Hdm . CoU.N0 45710). Longul"ur 0.92 mm. Vu" dorsale.
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des organes reproducteurs. Or l'adulte
de A. intermedia a ete ohtenu
clans le duodenum du Chat et du
Chien (hotes experimentaux), ce qui
peut expliquer la reduction des gonades. Quant au systeme excreteur
larvaire, OoLA UG denomhre 40 flammes vibratiles de chaque cote du
corps de la mesocercaire (reparties en 5 groupes dorsaux et 5 groupes
ventraux), tandis que BOSMA (1934, fig. 4 et 13) n'observe que 5 groupes
de 3 flammcs chez la larve correspondante de A. mustelae. En ce qui
concerne le nombre de groupes, la difference s'explique aisement par un
degre different de developpement du systeme excreteur, mais on comprend moins que les groupes soient ternaires chez mustelae et quaternaires chez intermedia. D'ailleurs comment se fait-il que de nomhreuses
triades se trouvent dans la metacercaire de A. intermedia (cf. OoLAUG,
op. cit., fig. 7)? Tout porte a croire que les divergences sont plus apparentes que reelles. La similitude des adultes et celle des cercaires (dedoublement des flammes chez intermedia, mis a part) dont l'hote naturel,
Planorbula armigera (Say), est commun aux deux especes, autorisent
l'identification de A. mustelae et de A. intermedia 1 •

Alaria sp. Rausch 1959 (pp. 465-466, 483), de G ·1o gulo (L.), a ete
decrite par DuBOIS f't H.AUSCH (1960, pp. 90-91) et. ttribuee a Alaria
( Paralaria) mustelae Elosma.
1
RANKIN (1946, p. 7:-9) cite comme hates de A. intermedia : Urocyon cinereoargenleru
(Schreb.) et Mephitis m. nigr<, tPeale et Beauv.) [6 cas d "infestatio11)

Quant a Alaria freundi
Sprehn 1932, de Mustela
vison Schreb., frequemment ohservee chez des
Visons importes en Allemagne, ii s'agit certainement d'un synonyme de
A. mustelae. La seule difference reside dans la petitesse de la ventouse buccale, mais elle n' est pas
suffisante pour justifier un
Btatut d'espece.
Les principaux caractt res de A. mustelae se
retrouvent chez A. cana,lensis Webster et Wolf·
gang 1956, de Mephitis m.
mephitis Schreb., a savoir :
trilohation des testicules
(le premier etant lateral
et asymetriquement developpe) et limite anterieure
des vitellogenes au niveau
du hord posterieur de la
ventouse ventrale. Mais le
pharynx est toujours plus
court que la ventouse
buccale (rapport des longueurs : 0,80-0,95 1 ; les
auteurs indiquent comme
dimensions moyennes des
deux organes : 107 /92 µ

.-:

et 107 /97 µ, respectivement ), le corps est plu1
long (1,3-2,1 mm) et le
segment posterieur plu1
developpe que chez mustelae (rapport segment
posterieur / segment anterieur = 0,74-0,97). L'hahitus etant comparable,
nous considerons la forme
canadienne (provenant de
la Province de Quebec)
comme une sous-espece de
mustelae et la nommons
Alaria mustelcu ca11,(J(Un1i1
Webster et Wolfgang.
Le tableau I resume
les mesures de Alario
mustelae et de ses syno•
nymes, et les oppose l
celles de A. taxideae.

Dt.i Bo1s1 /9C, 3

1 D'apree lee mesures prises sur lee 9 exemplaires que nous avons eus
l'obqeance du professeur T. W. M. Cameron.
'

Fig. 8. Alaria (Paralaria) mus•
ielae canaderuis W ebst, r et
Wolfgang 1956, de Mephitis
mephitis (Schreb.). Syntype
(Inst. of Parasitol., McGill
Univ., Macdonald College,
Que., Canada). Longueur
2,32 mm (exemplaire quelque
peu aplati). Vue ventrale.
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Swanson et Erickson 1946
(Fig. 10-11)

ALARIA (PARALARIA) TAXIDEAE

L'espece a ete decrite comme parasite de divers Mustelides du
Minnesota: Taxidea taxus (Schreb.), Mustela cicognanii Bonap., M.
frer1ata Licht., Mephitis m. mephitis (Schreb.) et Spilogale putorius (L.).
Voir tableau I, derniere colonne.
SWANSON et ERICKSON (1946, p. 17) reco maissaient la ressemblance
de A. taxideae avec A. mustelae, A. freund, et A. intermedia, mais le
pharynx est beaucoup plus grand que celui de ces trois dernieres especes
(cf. tablf'au I). Ils decrivaient le testicule posterieur comme un organe
trilobe et en fer a cheval (<< roughly horsesho<'•shaped and three-lobed•),
l'anteri<>ur etant asymetriquement developp< (cf. fig. 1 de la description
originale). Sur le type et les paratypes qui nous ont ete obligeamment
pretes par le Dr F. G. Wallace, nous constatons que les lobes testiculaires
lateraux sont divises en deux lobules, l'un dorsal et l'autre ventral, entre
lesquels passe le caecum (fig. 10-11). Les vitellogenes, limites au segment
anterieur, s'etendent medianement jusqu'au bord posterieur de la
ventouse ventrale (comme chez A. mustelae), mais beaucoup plus en
avant lateralement, pr<1sque jusqu'au bord anterieur dei; replis lateroventraux (ce qui n'est pas le cas chez l'espece de BosMA). Si l'on tient
compte du fait que le pharynx est 1 ~2 fois plus long que la ventouse
huccale et que ses dimensions moyennes (172 /147 µ) depassent d<'
heaucoup les mesures maximum de l'organe chez A. mustelae (134/ 11611.
d'apres le tableau I), on reconnaitra la validite du statut d'espece
accorde a A. taxideae 1 •
1 Nous pensons que la figure 6 de la description originale pourrait tout aussi bien tepresenter
une A.laria ( A.) cani8 ( = americana) erratique qu'un * sexually degenerating specimen» de
A.. laxideoe.
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Swanson et Erickson 1946, de Taxidea taxus
.
10. Alario (Paralana) taxi1eae
C 11 T 83 Sl 23 [correctiom: Tr. 92 Sl 41,
F 11·
H 1
(Univ ,>f Mmnesota o •• r.
·
(SchrWeb.)ll. o olt4yXpell 29) Longueur 1,51 mm. Vue ventrale.
coll. a ace, •
• ·
_

Fi11:. 11. Alaria (Paralaria)
taxideae Swanson et Erickson 1946, de Mu!tela cicognanii Bonap. Paratype
(Univ. of Minnesota Coll.,
Tr. 92 SI. 20, coll. Anoka
Co. Minn., 23.11.38). Longueur 1, 74 mm. Vue ventrale.
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Species inquirenda
<<

Alaria michiganensis

>> Hall et Wigdor 1918
(Fig. 12)

Les trois paratypes mediocrement conse ves que nous a;7ons re~u~
de Beltsville (U.S. Nat. Mus .. Helm. Coll. N° 29720) ne presentent m
pseudo-ventouses ni auricules. Les vitellogenes sont tres develo~pes
et, a peu de chose pres, totalement confines dans le segment anteneur
du corps : ils dfpassent la ventouse
ventrale (leur limit«• etant au 1 4
/
de la longueur de ce s<'gm<'nt) <'t con/
stituent dans le segmt'nt posthit>ur
deux trainees de follicult's t'f ratiqw•s,
qui atteignent le resnvoir vitdlin
intertesticulairt' ou mfme It> niH·au
du second testicule. cp)ui- ·i ftant
bilobe, tandis que I«' pn·min «·st asymetriquement developpe. I:ovairt> est
lateral.
Ces caracteristiqun, st' rt'trouv«·nt
chez Fibricola lucida (La Hue «·t
Bosma 1927) et cht·z f'. intermrdiu
(Pearson 1959), parfois clwz F. cratem
(Barker et Noll 1915). mai~ le pharynx de michiganensis Pst plu:-: l!ran<l
(63-68/55 µ) et plus musculeux que
la ventouse buccale (55-60 55-(>3 /1),
et l'organe tribocytiqut> parait elliptique (peut-etre e:-:t-il r •~tracte t).
mesurant 260/110 µ t'l n'atteignant
pas la ventouse vmtrale (63-65/7073 µ) situee aux 38-44 100 du segrrn·ut
anterieur. Les CPufs sont grand~ : l I 0130/70-80 µ. Le V <'r a un<> longueur
totale de 1,43 a l,56 mm. dont 0,86 a
0,96 mm pour le pn·mier segment
large de 0,58 mm (larg«-ur rlu second
0,50 mm). Le testicule ant,~rit'ur mesure 275/275 µ; le tt'sticule posterieur.
Fig. l ~- ,, 1/uriu 111 ichii.:fll11•11 ., i., ,,
170-275/435 µ.
Hall N \'\ i!!dnr 1918. de Cunis
Certaines des mensurations faites
j'amiliari., I.. Paratyp,·(l .S.\at.
\.lus .. 11.-1111 . Coll. \ " :!97:!0).
par HALL et WIGDOR (19 18. p. 236)
LonJ!Ht'llr I . '>fl 111111. \ ur dor~ah-.
different passahlement des preced(·ntes: longueur total<· 1,89-1,91 mm;
segment anterieur 0,80-1,l ':','0,85~0,94 mm; segmmt po:-:terieur 0.7~-l.1 l
0,85-0,92 mm; ventouse buccale 86-157 µ ( !); phar~·nx 142-L>~ 118127 µ ( !); ventouse ventn.le 90-176 /l ( !). 0:uf:-: 80-104 71l-B0 ,11 (p. :!3.>).
Hote : Canis familiuris L.
Localite : Detroit, Mich.
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Cynodiplostomum Dubois, l n:Jfi

Generic diagnosis. - Diplostomidar, Alariinar: Hody distind~· tw•• ·
segmented; forebody with pseudosuckers; trihocytic organ ,·irc11l.ir .
comparatively small, behind middle of forebocly; hindhody ,nhequal , ..
forebody or a little shorter. Oral sucker and pharynx wl'!I d1·v<'loprd.
ac-etabulum present. Anterior testis asymmt"trically clevclopt>d. lateral;
posterior testis much larger, symmetrically two-lobed. SPminal w~icle
voluminous. Bursa with dorsoterminal pore. O,·ary lateral, opposite anterior testis. \'itdlaria extending in posterior portion of hindbody,
conmwncing at lt•vt·l of acetabulum. Intestinal parasites of mammals.
Gt'111,type: ( . ,4::1mi (~azmi Gohar 193:1) l>ubui:--. 1!1:16 (Pl. SH, Fig.
107:J1. syn. l>;f.', ,t11m11m a. ~-. in Canis /ami/i,,," . Ei.: _q >t.
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CYNODIPWSTOMlJ.W .4ZUII

(Nazmi Gohar 1933) Dubois 1936

rSyn. Diplostomum azimi Nazmi 1933 ;
Cynodiplostomum namrui Kuntz et Chandler 1956].
(Fig. 3-6)
Plusieurs exemplaires de ce Ver ont ete retrouves, en 1954, dans l'intestin d'un
Chat. dans la province de Daqahliya [PE-3967-T]. lls sont nettement plus petits que
!'unique exemplaire original. mai~ nous pensons que celui-ci etait fortement aplati
(largeur excessive du corp,;, dilatation des creca. etirement transversal du testicule
posterieur) ; Nazmi indique : longueur 2,2 mm, largeur 1,3 mm.
Les caracteres observes sur le materiel recolte par W. H. Wells et !es mesures
prises correspondent parfaitement a ceux et celles que mentionnent Kuntz et Chandler
( 1956) pour leur Cynodiplosromum namrui du Chat et du Chien, retrouve en Egypte
par Fahmy et Selim (I 959) dans le Chat, puis par Mme M . Beverley-Burton (I 960)
dans Lutra maculicollis Licht. en Rhodesie du Sud. Les redescriptions de ccs derniers
auteurs concordent aussi avec celle de Kuntz et Chandler (voir tableau I).
En accord avec Fahmy et Selim (op . cit ., p. 6), nous considerons Cynodiplostomum ,
namrui comme synonyme de C. a:.imi.

Dlasnose. - Corps legerement incurve dorsalement a la jonction intersegmentaire. Segment anterieur spathace. a bords lateraux plus OU moins replies ventralement,
plus large et environ deux fois plus long que le segment po!>terieur ovo"ide, un peu
elargi au niveau des testicules. Pseudo-ventouses reniformcs. Ventouse buccale legerement plus grande que la ventouse ventrale ou egale a celle-ci . CEsophage court ou
presque nu!. Organe tribocytique ovale, a contour peu defini posterieurement. Ovaire
lateral OU submedian, intersegmentaire. dextre OU senei.tre. oppose au testicule anterieur
ovoi"de, qui est oriente obliquement et situe dorsalement par rapport au second testicul_e
bilobe ~lobes ellipso"idaux relies par un isthmc dorsal. Vesicule seminale dorsale, comprise entre cei. deux lobes testiculaires. Follicules vitellogene!'> confines dans la seconde
moitie (ou les trois derniers cinquiemes) du segment anterieur. s·accumulant dorsolateralement jusqu·a l"arriere de ce dernier et a la haf>e de l"organe tribocvtique ;
reservoir v1tellin au-devant du testicule po~terieur. Bourse copulatrice spacieuse. munie
d'un sphincter basal (fig. 6l. a large pore suhterminal , ahritant un cone genital tre~
musculeux. traverse par !'uterus pui s par le canal hernuphro<lite.

6. Cynodip/ostomum azjmi (Nazmi
1933), du Chat domestique. [Preparat.ion type
de C. namrui Kuntz et Chandler 1956: U.S.
Nat. Mus ., Helm. Coll. n° 38168). Schema du
segment posterieur. Vue laterale.
F10.

F-ru. 3. - C y 11odip /,,sro 11 111111 a:;11111 ' "" ·11m1 19111, d u
Chat [PF-1967-T J \ ue ventrale I 11ngueur 1,06 mm .

F10. 5. - Cynodiplostomum azimi (Nazmi 1933), du
Chat [PE-3967-T]. Schema du segment postcrieur. Vue
laterale. (A gauche, le testicule anterieur ; a droite,
les deux lobes du testicule posterieur).
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Un a~rc.:t de C rnod, a~1m1 (Nazmi ·1933),
du Ch a t [PE-3 967-T] . Vue ventra l e I ongueur I ,:!6 mm.
~- rt,
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Ii Segment
Longueur d'! _corps • • • • · · · ·
anteneur . . . .. .... .
Segment posterieur . , . , , , . , •
!I
Rapport
,el(m post .
,I des lon!lueur,
,c1tm . ant
Diamelres;
:
venlc•u"e huccale
phar~nx
....
ventou,e , er.II ale
organe tnhocyt1que
ova1re ....
1e,tic11le a nterieur
tc,ticulc posteneur
I

l~Uh

Kuntz et Chandler

Coll. W. H. Well,

Fahmy et Selim

Beverley-Burton

0.7.5-1.20 mm
0.68-0.86 , 0.2 5-0,4.5
0,2.5-0,39 / -

1,0,.1.26 mm
0.7J -0.IO 0,40-0,54
0.11-0.4, o..n-o.1s

1,18-1.44 mm
0,77-0.78 0.40-0,65 / -

I .OS- l ,.59 mm
0,63 -0,92/0,46-0,66

o. :'7-0.45 t I l

0.42 -0 ,'i2

0.51 -0.81

7 qq 9().'19 11
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Remarque. - La pretendue poche ejaculatrice, mentionnee dans la description
de Kuntz et Chandler, n'est, probablement que le fond elargi de la bourse copulatrice,
ou saille le cone genital. Ce dernier n'est pas reconnu comme tel. bien qu'il soit nettement represente dans la figure 3. II est traverse par le canal hermaphrodite (interprete
comme c ejaculatory duct >) resultant de la confluence de !'uterus, deja engage dans
le cone, et du veritable ductus ejaculatorius (nomme c sperm duct •) qui s'y deverse
au niveau equatorial. Mme Beverley-Burton (op. cit.) a decrit un c genital cone with
thick, muscular walls protrudes into lumen of bursa copulatrix from ventral side > •
. Sur la prep~ation type de C. namrui (U.S. Nat. Mus., Helm. Coll. N" 38168),
obhgearn~ent pretee par le o• Allen McIntosh, de r c Agricultural Research Center >,
de BeltB~1l1e, MD., nous avons pu distinguer nettement, sur trois exemplaires au moins,
Jes relations exactes entre les conduits sexuels (fig. 6). L'uterus (ventral) se recourbe
~ur penetre~ _dans l'":"'e. du cone genital et y re~oit a mi-longueur le canal ejaculateur
1ssu de la ves1cule semmale (dorsale). Ce cone, tres musculeux, mesure 105-115/
95-110 1,1 de diametre ; retraote, son sommet se trouve au niveau du puissant sphincter
de la bourse copulatrice.
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Lutrn man,ltc ol/i,
Rhock~ie du Sud

Cyn0d1plostomuii namru1

11111111 1111 11,
Kuntz 1111,I Chnll(llt•r, l!J.'56.
IJ l."i -1 ..-i~l [, ., ~ h.,· 0,-ll i 11tifi. Fon,bod~· 0.63.0.92 long-.
not l'll'a r l. d,•1 11ar,·;1I • d fr11111 li111.fft,.ol.\', 0.-l I 111 ,7 Ion:! Oral ,uc·krr 0.0~ -0.0fl
f '11 1111r/1 1

lh:s<'RW: ,11 , : B ,,,i

[VOL. 27, ~o. 2
Jong by 0.0~-0 .11 ; pharynx 0.07-0.08 by 0.06-0.07; oesophagus absent; intp,-tinal 1·1H'<·a Pxtt•nd to IPvel of bursa eopulatrix. Pseudo-suckers 0.06-0.09 in
dim11t•t1•r . YPntral sucker 0.07-0.09 by 0.10-0.12, &ituated 0.25-0.46 from ant"rior niargin of body. "Holdfast" oval 0.25-0.28 by 0.17-0.19. Anterior tP,,;ti,;
orn I. 0.17-0.19 long _by 0.15-0.22, situated in anterior part of hind body on
rig"ht or lt•ft side, partly dorsal to posterior testis. Posterior testis bi lobed;
Nlt'h lohr 0.19-0.26 Jong by 0.12-0.20; lobes connected by narrow, dorsal i:.thmu,,;. Seminal wsicle voluminous, coiled, up to 0.09 in diameter, dorsal to
postl'rior tpstis. Ejaculatory duet joins with uterus to fonn hermaphrodite
dtH't whic·h cros:ws the genital rone (fig. 4). Ovary oval, 0.07-0.10 by 0.11-0.12,
situatNl in anterior region of hindbody. Mehlis' gland dorsal, posterior to
ornry. Laurer's <'anal opens dorsally at level of Mehlis' gland. Uterus run11
fonrnl'<l hPtwePn ornry ·,md anterior testis to anterior margin of bindborly,
then posteriad to genital conP. Genital cone with thick, muscular walls protru<lPs into Juuwn of bursa copulatrix from venttal side. Bursa copulatrix
opens to "xtcrior b~· subter111inal pore. Vitelline follicles confined to posterior
re~on of forebo,ly. TransversP vitelline ducts meet medianly to form a vitellinc> rpsprrnir situntPd just inside th.e bindb~y. Eggs few, up to 17 in numhPr, 102-1 ln micron,- hy 53-67 microns.
Hos-r: 1.utra (Hydricti.~) rriarulirollis marulicollis LichtenstPin.
LocATIO:S : Smnll intestine.
J,0c·.,1.tTY: HP11<IP1•,;011 Fi,;heries Research Station, ~fazoe, ~outhern RhodPsia .
:Xt' MBER RECO\'ERED: 24 sp('(•imens from a single ho!-.t. .
])1s1Tss10:-;: C,11uodiplo.~tomum namrHi was desC'ribe<l b~• Kuntz all(l C'handlt>r ( 1!lf'i(i) from <·ats and dogs in Egypt. ThP presPnt material is ,-light!~·
largc•r than the> tn>e matPrial so that a ,brief re-description has lwc>n . indud1·,l.
C'. 11amrni lrns not previously been recorded from a mU!•.tt>li,1 arnl is n 11t•\\'
reC'or,1 for RouthPrn Rhodesia.

From M4ry Beverley-Burton

1960
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Didelphudipluslomum Dubois, I!144
Generic diagnosis. - Diplostomi<lae, Alariina<>: with pseu<losucker's.
Body two-segmented. Tribocytic organ circular or elliptical, often
broader than l11ne . 1111t surpassing middlt· 11f f,1n•h,11l\'. with it, l11ngitud.inal <lianwt,·r .·, ,111i11g two-fifths tlw k11c.:th 11t {111,·l,,11\y . Hindho<l\'
ovoid to coni, .,: 11 ,: 1"wer and short1·r than foreh(J(h ·. Ill direct continu
ation of forch111h \ 1tellaria distributed in media~ field of hindbo<lv .
where they cuwr the testes and do not form lateral groups behirnl t lw
latter. Anterior testis asymmetrical, claviform; posterior testis two-loht•d.
transverse. Ovary situated laterally between two body regions. Genital
pore dorsoterminal. Parasites of Di<lelphidae.
Genotype: D. variabile (Chandler, 1932) (Pl. 90, Fig. 1198), syn.
Proalaria variabilis Chandler, 1932, in Didelphys virginiana; l'.S .:\.
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Examination of 11 series of opossum~ (/)i,1,,/pliis 1•i,·qinia11a)
caught in the vicinity o.f Houstou, Tex., has brought to liuht so~e
interesting parasitological information. Then• werP found :3 sper1es
of flukes, 2 of them new, and 4 i,,;peeies of nematode~. 2 of thPm HPW,
and 1 of these of a genus not hitherto fo11rnl in Xorth America.
PROALARIA VARIABILIS, new 1peciu

C.h ct 1\ <l (e_~

l'l.3).

Fwt:nEs 1, 2

Diagnol1is.-Small flukes, extremely variahlP in ~hape and size.
In some specimens the body is very clearly di \'icktl i!lto anterior and
posterior portions, the anterior being considerably the larger in
most cases, while in others there is no obvious di ,·ision at all. When
the flukes arc flattened the anterior portion of tli e hnd,r may be very
broad and flat, Lut ordinarily the sides of the l,udy fll'<' rolled ventrally, the edges of the rolls meeting behill(l the hohlfnst organ, and
thus forming an overhanging margin. ·wlH'n lying on th(• si<le the
body is commonly seen to be bent sharply dorsally. th<' bend being
either anterior or posterior to the holdfast.. organ. The length varies
from 0.63 mm to 1.75 mm, while the width varies from only 325µ
in a small specimen to 828µ in a large, broatlly expnn<led specimen.
The measurements of a typical large specimen are about 1.75 mm by
0.69 mm, while one of ·the smallest specimens, abo with eggs in the
uterus, measures only 740µ by 340µ. The majority of tll<' specimens
show conspicuous glandular organs at the sides of the oral sucker,
but in some specimens (fig. 1, B, C, F, and 11) no trace of thrm can
be found. In some individuals these structures arc cup sha 11ed and
suckerlike in appearance (fig. 1, A and D), in others they nre protruded in an earlike manner (fig. 1, E), and in still otlH·rs they appear as inconspicuous glands (fig. 1, G). The holdfa~t organ may be
either round or oval; it is somewhat constricted at its junction with
the body, thus presenting a mushroomlike appearance. In large
No.

2939.-PROCEEDINQS
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specimens it. has a diameter of 430µ, but in some small specimens the
diameter may be no more than half of this. The oral sucker is an- ,
terior in position, and measures .f rom about GOµ to 100µ in diameter.
The pharynx lies immediately behind the oral sucker, and slightly
more ventral in position. It is usually elongate in shape; in large
specimens it measures 100µ to 110µ in length by 60µ in width, while
in small contracted ones it may measure only about 60µ to 70µ in
each direction. The intestinal ceca fork very shortly behinu the
pharynx and eontinue back at least to the region of the sex glands,
but their trrminations could not be seen with certainty even in sectioned !-})<'l'inwn~. The Yentral sucker lies one-third, or a little les:::.,
of the length of the body from the anterior end, and is often partially concealed by the holdfast organ. It is somewhat larger than
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che oral snek('r nnrl is transn~rscly elonl,!ated; tlw llll'asurements vary
from 97µ. 1,y 11~µ to (iOµ. hy tl~µ..
.
The t(':-;tl'!'-, h·ing- in the postenor portion of the body, vary a great
<leal both iu :-:i~t• allll :-:hape. Typically the_v , . ' 0111' l ,t,hind the ?ther,
stretc-hin~ tra11:-:n-rsely ac·ro:-;:--_ the body. b_u~
" I' of s1~cc111H•ns
1y beside e~ch
thev sePm to lie <'itlwr in n diagonnl posit!
oth~·r. Inn typical larg<' s1wcimen in ,vhict. . , 1 , , , , ,, one behmd
the otlH'r. tlll'"C or/!an:- measure about 450µ in
about 2001'
in lenl,!th. Tlu•--t' 11w:1-11remcnts ar<', l10wt•Y,,
Vttlue, since
there j:,; :-w·l 1 a'I l''\t, ,· 1, · ,·.iriation i 11 :- li,qJe n •·
1P sperm duct
j:,:; t-nlnq!t·d !11 fol I• ii \1 •n · -tont and Slllll•
I•
_, l\'d tuhe, which
:--i·n·es a"' :t ,.. ,, 1111 11 ; -. , -- i,• l.. 1 i 11 , 1:1lly CH
p1 1 1te posterior porti0n of tit" 1 " " ·' · } ,,
I • l ,, , tt>s!l•,-. . It OJH'll s into a g,,nital atrinm
on thL• dorsitl ,j ,ll'
1!1,• po, t1•rinr Plld of t!i (• liudy. Tlw ovary
1

1

lies anterior to the testes, sometimes to the right and sometimes to
the left of the median line. The shell glan<l is inconspicuous in
whole mounts; it lies in close proximity to the ovnry. The upper
part of the uterus is enlargt>d to serve as a seminal n•1~Pptacle; from
the region of the anterior edg:e of the ovary the uterus proceeds, as
a wry broad, thin-wall<'d tube, in almost a straight line to the genital
afrium. The vitelline glands occupy a large part of the body, occurring in a considerable part of the anterior portion of the body, forward to the intestinal bifurcation, in the holdfast organ, and in the
areas between and around the sex glands; some fol1icles are found
even behind the po:;terior testis. There is 11
·large yolk reservoir ~ituat<'d on the median line
between the testes. The uterus contains only a
few eggs, from 1 to j or 8; tlwsc vary in mea~urement from 86,u. to 100µ. in length and from
.50µ to 63µ. in width.
H ost.-Didelplvi.s virginiama.
Location.-Small intestine.
Locality.-Houston, Tex.
Type specimen.-U.S.N.M. Helm. Coll. No.
8644; paratypes, No. 8545.
BMn.arka.-This fluke is remarkable for the
~atreme diversity of form that it can assume;
.for a long time it was difficult to believe that
only one species was represented. The problem is further complicated by the fact that
,1-Rue and Bosma ( 1927) have described anr holostome from the opossum in Texas,
er the name N eod-iplostomwm lJUc,uJum. In
·te of the wide variation in form of the FIGURE 2. -Ltlrge
0.S"'"" spccl•
apecies here described, there can be little cloubt
m1•n or Pl'o11laria vari~~ N~odipl~stomwm: lueidum is specifically
abilis, IH' w species
distinct.. It 1s ~esc~1b€d as being unusually transparent after
preservation, which 1s not true of Proalaria vari.a.bilill. None of
seven specimens of the former species showed evidence of lateral
sucking cups or tentacular appendag<>s, whereas this condition is
exceptional in the present species. LaRue and Bosma's spe<'ies also
differs in its much greater slendem<>--:-. in the acetabulum b(>in1•
smaller than the oral !:-Ucker, in tJi ,. , l u ,,c of the holdfa:,:;t or1ra;
in the shape of the testes, and in the :-- 11. qil· ,•(Jil of the seminul vesicle:
Neodiplostomu1n lucidum, has subse,p11 ,t
been found hY Dikmans
(1931) in opossums in Louisia.nn.
·
1

1

Enhydridiplostomum Dubois, Hl44
Generic diagnosis. - Diplostomidae, Alariinae: Body distinctly twosegmented; forebodywith pseudosuckers, shorter than hinclhruly, which
is claviform. Tribocytic organ elliptical, with median slit. .\ct"talmlum
present. Testes lobed, especially on posterior surface. m, ,lia11, t,llHiem.
Ductus cjaculatorius opening with uterus into gc11it.d .,1r111111. which
opens dorsotenninally along with the bursa. Ovary situated in anterior
half of hindbody. Uterus confined to hindbody; eggs large. Vitellaria
extending from behind acetabulum to level of ovary. Intestinal parasites
of mammals.
Genotype: E. fosteri (McIntosh, 1940) Dubois, 1944 (Pl. 97, Fig. 1182},
in Lutra repanda; Panama.
Diplostomum alarioides Dubois, 1937 (Pl. 92, Fig. 1109), in Lutra
braziliensis; Brazil. Though transferred to the present genus by Dubois
(1944), and Chandler and Rausch (1946), this species differs from the
genotype in the anterior testis being lateral in position and having no
lobes on the posterior surface, and in the vitellaria extending to the
copulatory bursa as in the other known members of Diplostomum. I agree
with Dubois in assigning Alaria clathrata (Dies) and A. pseudoclathrata
(Krause) to the subgenus Paralaria of the genus Alaria as against Chandler and Rausch who transferred them to Enhydridiplostomum.
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D1plostomat 1dae
Enhydr1d1plostomum foster1 (McIntosh, 1940) Dubois, 1944
syn. D1plo~tomum foster1 McIntosh, 1940
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Fibricola Dubois, 1932
Syn. Theriodiplostomum Dubois, 1944
Generic diagnosis. - Diplostomidae, Alariinae: Body distinctly twosegmented; forebody without pseudosuckers, with lateral margins incurved ventrally; tribocytic organ circular, about one third as long as
forebody; hindbody shorter than forebody. Oral sucker and pharynx
small. Acetabulum present. Anterior testis asymmetrically developed,
lateral, opposite shell gland; posterior testis larger, nearly symmetrically
developed. No genital cone, bursa with subterminal pore. Ovary situated
laterally at junction of two body regions, directly in front of anterior
testis. Vitellaria in forebody, may intrude into pre-acetabular region.
Intestinal parasites of mammals.
Genotype: F. cratera (Barker et Noll, 1915) Dubois, 1932 (Pl. 93,
Fig. 1120), syn. Hemistomum c. B. et N., Fibricola laruei Miller, 1940, in
Fiber zibethicus,· N. America. Also in Mephitis mephitis, Didelphis
virginiana, Procyon lotor, Mustela vison, Rattus norvegicus. Physa spp. Cuckler (1940). White rats and white mice as experimental definitive
hosts - Ulmer (1954).
Other species:
F. caballeroi Zerecero, 1943, in Rattus norvegicus,· Mexico.
Physa gyrina infected in nature and experimentally; tadpoles
of Rana pipiens, R. clamitans and Pseudacris nigrita, laboratory
rats and Cricetus auratus experimentally infected - Hoffman
(1955). Morphology and host-parasite specificity - Ulmer
(1955).
F. lucidus (La Rue et Bosma, 1928) (Pl. .'93; Fig. 1121). syn . .Veodiplostomum l. L. et B., in Didclphvs .1."ir§!.1t1iana; t ·.s.:\.
Furcocercous cercaria \\ith two pairs of penetration glands;
metacercaria living free in body cavity of second host. Phvsa
ampu/.lacea experimentally infected by P. J. Park - West (1935).
F. minor Dubois, 1936, in Hydromys chrvsogaster; :\ustralia.
F. nanus Chandler et Rausch, J946, in Sciurus hudsonicus,· U.S.A.
F. te%e1uis Chandler, 1942, in racoon ; East Texas.
Cercaria similar to that uf F. rrult'Ta, with flame c(•ll formula
2[ (1 --r 1-+· 1) + (1-t- I + [17) 1 , devel()ps m I'hvsa ,matina; diplostomula in body cavity of Rana tadpoles, m.iture ir:i IO davs in
reacoons; no Ut'\'t•lnpment observed in rats or cats - Cha~dJer
(1942). Encysted lan·ae from Rana pipiens sphenocepha.la were
fed to chicks, mice, rats and hamsters with positive results Leigh (1954).
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DIPLOSTOMIDAE
Alar11nae
FIBRICOLA Dubois,1932
Body divided into two regions. Follicles of the
vitellaria confined to the anterior region. No lateral anterior
pseudo-suckers. Tribocytic organ not attaining half the length
of anterior segment. Mehlis gland opposite the anterior of the
asymmetrical testes, Vitelline reservoir intertesticular.
Genital pore subterminal. No genital cone. Parasites of
mammals (Muridae)
Tspe species

Fibricola cratera(Barker
Syn. Hemistomum craterum

&

Other species: Fibrioola minor DubOis,1936

7. Genre Fibricola, oovum

l)tJJ,oi:::., irt:3J...

Diagnose. - Neodiplostorninae : Corps divise netlement en
deux regions distinrtes (anterieure Pt posterieure). Absence d<'
glandes cephaliques debouchant dans des pseudo-ventouses laterale~. Par!i~ poster!e~r~' <l~ corps b<'aucoup plus rourte que ]a
p_a~he anteneure, d ou 11 resultc une modification dans la dispos1hon des organes <lP reproduction : glande de Mehlis au niveau
de l'ovaire, mais d<' 1',rntre cote de fa Jigne mediane. Tcsticules
situes !'u!l a droitc, l'autn· a gauche Pt un pcu obliquement. Vesicule semmale c>ntrP ks deux testiculPs.
Espere-fyJJP. - F'ibri:cola cratera (Barker and Noll, 1915)
Hemistormw1, crrtterwn Barker and Noll, 1915.

Fibricola Dul.>n 1s rn:t!
DIAGNOSE <,ENF.RI(H'E (.1) : /)iploslomidre Poirier, .HariinlP Hall et
\Vigdor. Corps divise en <leux regions dislindcs. Follicules vitellogenes confines dans Je segment nntericur. Absence de pseudo-ventouses Jatero-anterieures. Organe tribocytique n'atteignant pas la
demi-longueur du segment antfrieur. Glande de Mehlis opposee au
premier lesticule asymctrique. Reservoir vitellin intertesticulaire.
Pore genital subterminal. Absence de cone genital. Parasites de
mammiferes (Muridre ).

Espcce

•;4, • >,'

t} pe

: Fibricola rmlera ( Rarker and Noll, 1915 [ syn.
1 rou, 1915].

Hemistomum crat<•rum B:-trker and

Espece congc~nfrique : Fibricola minor Dubois 1936.
Fro,,,, lJ11J,•;~ I/,~?

Noll,1915)
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Genus f'IBRICOLA Duboi:-; 1932
Nous avons montre anterif'urement (19hL pp. L28-129) et <la11:- I<>
present travail (p. 109) que le genrf' Fibrit-ola. aY<'<' :-on t) JW cmtem
(Barker et Noll 1915), represcnte It> termt' final d'unt· sfrit· morphologique caracterisee par le retrait progress if cif's vi tl'llo~1;i"n<'s clan!- le
premier segment du corps et dont les representants ~ont tous adapte1
aux Mammiferes, bien que cette serie soit issue d'une souche neodiplostomienne.
D'apres les premiers resultats experimentaux {CUCKLER 1940,
HOFFMAN 1955, PEARSON 1960), on est en droit de penser que cette
derivation serait imputable a des metacercaires tributaires de Batra•
ciens larvaires ou adultes (comme celles de Neodiplostomum (N.) reflexum
Chdl. et R sch. 194 7). Mais puisque les cercaires de Neodiplostomum et
de Fibricola sont semblables, ii faut bien admettre que la difference
dans la d istribution des vitellogenes est la con',equence de l'infeodation
des adultes a deux classes d'hotes opposes: ks Oiseaux pour les Diplostomiens, les Mammiferes pour les Fibricoliem. C'est pourquoi, en raison
meme de }'existence de formes transitionnelleh, nous considerons comme
important le caractere biologique qui exprime ces adaptations diver•
gentes et s'exteriorise dans la repartition consecutive des vitellogenea.
Puisque le confinement de ceux-ci dans le p remier segment est l'ahoutissement d'une tendance generale des Alar,:inae, et plus specialement
des souches diplostomiennes {genres Alaria et Enhydridiplostomum),
puisque l'infeodation aux Mammiferes est manifestement rigoureuse,
il faut bien convenir que ce double caractere (anatomique et biologique)
est supragenerique : il reflete !'evolution separative de la sous-famille
tout entiere (de chacune de ses lignees prises a part) et suffit a la definir.
Ainsi envisage, le genre Fibricola compterait 7 especes parasite•
de Rongeurs, de Procyonides, de Mustelides. d'lnsectivores et de
Marsupiaux.

Cle de Fibricola
1. Dispersion plus ou moins etendue et facilement observable de
follicules vitellogenes erratiques dans le segment posterieur,
surtout le long des caeca. Parasite:-; de Marsupiaux et de Rongeurs (Murides, Cricetides) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

Confinement des vitellogenes dans le segment anterieur ou
dispnsion peu apparentc de quelques follicules erratiques dans
le segment posterieur. Parasites de Mu'itelides, de Procyonides,
de Murides ou de Sciurides, exceptionnellement ( ?) de Didelphyides . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5

2. Follicules vitt>llogcnes erratiques assez largement 1fr,p "-3es dans
le segment pos,terieur (ou leur densite est plus fa1bi~ -1ue dans
le segment a11tcrieur) jusque dans les arois de I.a bourse copu. . . . . .

3

Follicules vitellogenes erratiques ne s'etendn1n qu jusqu'au
niveau du milieu ou du bord posterieu; du S('('u • ' t(•s1 ,. ule, sous
form~ de deux trainees laterales, paralleles OU
peq O• :.es aux
caeca. l'une souvent plus fongue que l'aut.-P .

4

latrice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3. Pharynx 28- ~- ' 8 µ. CEufs 98-112j'70 1 . Lirnite anteriPurf' des
vitellogenes r Lr ~ la ventouse ventr,J, et la bifurcation intestinale. Parars11 L' de Sarcophilus harri.\i ., Boit. Tasmanit'.
F. sarcophila
P_harynx 99-116/49-66 µ. ffiufs 83 ;50 ,11. [ imitt· anterieurt' des
v1tellogenes au niveau de la ventouse VPllt r tl,· Parasite de Fibn
zibethicus Cuv., Cric,,tulus triton nestor "int. et Apodemus
agrarius {Pall.). URSS . .
F. sudarikot'i

, .. ,

•

'

•

'

4. Folliculei. vitellogene~ pouvant atteiml .-e la bifurcation intestinale. Pharynx 60-67/57-72 µ. ffiufs 'lh-106 67-76 I'· Parasite
de Didelphys t 1irginiaria Kerr. 1 • Etats-Unis . . .
F. lurida
Follicules vitellogeneh s'ava"';ant jusqu'au hord anterit>ur de la
ventouse ventrale ou a peine au-dela. Pharynx 38-45 127-32 I'·
(Eufs 66-76/49-52 µ. Trouve chez Rattus assimilis Goul<l et chez
Hydromys chrysogasta E. Geoff. Australie. . .
F. intermPdia
5. Longueur du Ver jm,qu'a 0,7 mm. Diametre de l'organe tribocytique jusqu'a 150 u. Bisegmentation marquee seulement par
une faihle constriction ou par une simple diminution du diametre
transversal. Limite anterieure des vitellog,!nes (sur la ligne
mediane) au niveau de la ventouse ventrale. Parasite de Hydromys chrysogaster E. Geoff. Australie . . . . . .
F. minor
Longueur du Ver jusqu'a 2,3 mm. Diametre de l'organe tribocytique jusqu'a 400 /l ou plus. Bisegmentation bien ou meme
fortement accusee. Limite anterieure des vitellogenes pouvant
remonter jusqu'a la bifurcation intestinale. Amerique du Nord.

6

6. Ventouse ventrale situee aux 40-61/100 du segment anterieur qui
est plus long que large et dont le diametre transversal est inferieur a 3 / 4 de m~. Diametre de la ventouse huccale 42-94 I'.
Longueur du Ver jusqu'a 1,50 mm. Parasite du Raton laveur,
du Rat musque, d,· divers Mustelides et de !'Opossum de Virginie. Etats-Unis et Canada . . . . . . . . . . . F. cratera
Ventouse ventrale situee aux 33-42 /100 du segment anterieur
qui est souvent plus large que long et dont le diametre transversal peut excedPr 1 mm (0,81-1,38 mm). Diametre de la ventouse huccale 9:,-143/95-159 µ. Longueur du Ver jusqu'a
2,28 mm. Paras:te de Rattus norvegicus (Erxl.). Mexique.
F . caballeroi

1

. ... <\
.

L'espece aurait ete trouvee par

.

READ

(1948) chez Mu,tela vi,on Schreb.
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H emi&to~~~m+i craterilltt.lJ3arker and Noll, ~
( Plate II, Fig. 1).
Body divided into cephalic and caudal regions; cephalic region
thin, flat, wide, anterior portion tapering, lateral margins turn ventrad
and mesad one fifth width of region; caudal region thick, rounding,
conical. Length of entire worm 0.75 to 1.89 mm. Length of cephalic
region 0.62 to 0.79 mm., width 0.41 to 0.49 mm.; length of caudal
region 0.28 to 0.47 mm., width 0.20 to 0.36 mm.
Body spines not evident. Oral sucker muscular subterminal, nearly
circular, 0.075 to 0.094 mm. in diameter. Acetabulum at posterior
,margin of anterior half of ·cephalic region, circular, 0.075 mm. in
diameter. Adhesive disk large, flattened cone with crater-like top,
muscular without papillae; median in anterior portion of posterior half
of cephalic region. Frequently overlaps acetabulum. Size 0.19 to

1

0.22 mm. in diameter.
Pharynx oval, 0.07 mm. long by 0.073 mm. wide. Esophagus narrow, straight, 0.06 mm. long. Intestinal ceca narrow, tubular, undulating, terminating blindly in posterior end of caudal region. Ovary at
' junction of body regions to right of median line. Globular, margins
smooth 0.07 mm. in diameter. Shell gland diffuse, in same plane but
on opposite side from ovary.
Uterus, winding turns to left then caudad to bursa copulatrix,
which is dorsal and subterminal in posterior end of worm. Vitelline
glands voluminous globular acini, filling posterior two thirds of cephalic
region. Testes two, globular or oval, entire or slightly lobed at about
middle level of caudal region on either side of median line, slightly
oblique. Twice as large as ovary. Seminal vesicle, large, winding
' tube slightly to left of median line between testes; opens into bursa.
Genital pore slit-like, dorsal, median, subterminal, at posterior end
of worm. Eggs, large, oval, few, one to three; thin shell, small operculum, size 0.11 by 0.07 mm.
8. Abstract of unpublished research by Franklin D. Barker and William C.
Noll.
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Found in duodenum and cecum of host; only in one out of forty-six
muskrats examined.
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,,r;i" di, i-.,t'• l'II <li-11, l'l 'g101h di-.,lindl's.
. .:. , !..'.1111·11! .1nt1··rit·111 th- \ 011lottl' elliptiq1tt'. o,·:lle till piriforrn·e , :1
h,1rd~ l.t11·rau, 1·, 1n,ill'111l'lll replil'" ,,·11trall'IIH'lll -;11r luul<' lt•ur 1011''lll'Ur. 01'":llll'
lrd111n. li11111· t·irrul:iire. :1 hnl'II :tllll '1'il'UJ' situ<· enln~.
~
~
~
It's :,U t'l les :,8 _, J IIIJ" dt• l:1 lo11~U('II r du -;t•g111t·nl, app:1rniss:rnl 11' pins
,,Ht\'l'nl ta11ge11I a11 l><•rd fJllSll', rit•ur 1k la ventoust• Yt'lllr:tlt•. eellt•-l'i
1·•1;1111 situ1··1· t'llll'L' l<'s t,-, Pl ks .-,:, .' 100".
S<'g111t•11I posl1'•ril'L1l' o,·1,i'de it t·,111ique. £1 p1,re gt'·nilal suhtenninal,
dist:ml de 80 :'1 1:1.-, 11 ck l'exlrt'·111ill du corps. Teslieules occupant
It's dt•ux pn·111i<'n, tiers du segme11I. ll· prl'1llil'l' t'.·lanl asymt'•trique d
l:11t·· ral, le st'('OtHI ayanl son hord postt'·1:ieur l'ompris entre les li-l d
les (ifi/ 100" de la longt1l'llr de eel le parlit' du corps; vt'•sicule st'·111i11ale post-tesliculaire. (hairc l'lliptiqut>, situ<· tout au dt\llut du seg•nenl j>Ostt'·rieur ct latt'·rale11H'lll (amphitypit• obscnt.'•eJ. Follicules
vitellogi·nes depassant, .sur la lignc 1116<lia11e. de 120 lfi()µ)c niveait
dt' la ventousc wntrale. les plus avan1·t'·s se trouvanl enlrc. les 25 et
Jes :W; 100" de la longueur du segment antt'•rieur. pounml pt'•n{·trer
dans le seg111<'nl poslt'•ricur jusqu'au nin':lll du premier testicult.•, soit
jusqu'au l1t·rs de la longul'ur de eelle parlk du corps; 111:iis leur
densilt'· ~ 1•sl ht>au1·u11p plus f:tihlc que dans It- seg111enl a11tc'·rieur.
Ht'·s<'noir, itellin i11terteslic11lairt•, situ<· s11r la ligtH' 1111'·di:11H· : glandt· de :\IC'hlis l:1krnlt•, op1111,,·.,, :111 k,lil'Hk anl1'•ri1•ur.
/)11{11Ji!i
/Jark1•r 1111(/ .\'1Jtl
J>ianu'.-tres :
I

' J

'I

0

0

\- . . .t/':/

~

0

'

a

cfc la \'L'i1tousc buccnlr .

du pharynx ................ .
de la venlousc vcnlrall' ..... .
de l'organe triuocytiquc .....
clc- l'ovaire ..................
du premil'r it'.sliculc .........
du st>eond lt'sl.icule ..........
des reufs ...................

u5-89/4X-li:,
53-'j,i/48-58

75-!14 µ
p ( « O\':ll
75 µ
1!>0-220 µ

µ
fl

l.i1-75/5i>-{i8 fl
170-280 µ
90-1 :W /i 5-80 µ
200-225/150-160 II
2!HJ-315/t:i5-14;i ~L

.
.
.
.
. 103-120/68-73 µ
~ombrc d'u~ufs dans l'l!lerus . . . . .
jusqu'a 9
Longueur du prepharynx . . . . . . . .
7 a 12 µ
Longueur de l'a>sophagc . . . . . . . . .
15 :'1 80 µ

70/i:i

»)

70 fl
<<

Twic-l' as large

as ovary ».
110/70 µ

60 µ

Hole : Fiber (Ondatra) ::.ibethicus Cuv.
Habitat : duodenum et ca-cum [Barker and Noll] ; intestin
[B.A.I.].
Di st ribution geographique : Amerique du Nord : Nebraska, Ontario.
B Collections : Type et paratypes : coll. D• Franklin D. Barker.
urean of AninrnJ Industry : collection des parasites, no. 32479.
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Dipiostomatidae

F.hrAC'o/,. e..,,./c'f'A
Tableau clcs c<1rac1,ires de cliflere11cia!ion des
du yc11re Fibricola /)11/Jois, 19,3'l.
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Flhrlcola mino1·

1''1bricola crat••ra

J111bob

11la1\;,•r :11111 ~nll, 1!11.• .1

I .,

c•specc.~

t!r:ai

.,·11r t,1lal1• .. .
,,-111 :,nterieur

.ongtw11r ........ .

ll,lill-11,!l.-l 11, Ill

Largeur .... ..... .

O,lli-11,til"""

11,;j'._!-I l,.-1 I 111111
tl,:.!1-0)-1111111

11,:Jti-11,;,.-) 10111

1l,IK-0,'.2\l111111

O.:lt -ll, I~"' "'

11, 18-0,:..!'i ,11111

..,,•grlll'lll

postericur:

Longueur ...
I "I -~('lll" •.•.•.
Situation dl' la , 1•11l•lltSC ventralc dans
I,·

segmc11t

ante:--

-- r~~ur .. ... ·-·~- ~-·---~

12 a 48/100
J

l>iallll'lre dl· l'org.1!1C /
'• :JJOC\ l!<jll<' . . . . . :

l·:xtension ties folli- : I >all'., le champ m(·dian
, ules

le seg111cnl
nt<·ril-ur...

t,111..,

i I lam,

<kpa-.st•nt de 1'.!0 ir i
1
ltitl :J le centre dl' la
\'Cntom,<' yentr:de. le,; ;
plus :1,·:rnc~s '>C lrou-,
yant t>nlrc les '.2,-1 et lt-s
:rn;rno de l:1 longueur I
du scgnienl antt'·ricur.

, 1tcllugi·11es ;

i

I

k champ median
ne dcp:isscnl pas la
\'en louse ycntralc,
<'·c>sl-i1-dire s'arrctent
entrc ks -1l t'I ks
;11 1011 de la longueur
du segment autt'.•rieur;
lateralemeul ils s'ctcndenl parl'ois un peu
plus en avant, ks pins
a\'a11t·cs se trouvant
entn· Its 34 et lcs

.11noo.

i
lll3-1'.W :1
---- - -

1:111's ............... .

'I' :\0 ml~re d'u·ufs dans

49- 67 ;;-

Jusqu'a 9

0

I .

81-108 :1.
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'; Dbtribulion geogra-
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·\, Holes..
,
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1

Amcriquc du Nord
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Australie

Fiber (Ond~lra) :ibelhi- /-lydromys chrysogastcr
cus Cu,·.
E. Gcof.
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Fibricola cratera (Barker and N oll, 1915)
Dubois 1932
( Figures 1 to 2)
Synonymy.-Hemistomum crateru_m _Barker and Noll, 1915 ; Fibricola laruei Miller,
1940; Fibri-:Ol;;, n~na Chandler a~ Rausch,
1946.
Hosts,-Mustela vison Schreber and Procyon lo tor (Linn.).
Location.-Small intestine.
Locality.-Goodhope oil field, Louisiana
[new locality record}.
Diagnosis (based on 10 mature specimens,
5 each from Mustela vison and Procyon lotor) .-Fibricola. Body superficially bisegmented, 0.602 to 1.435 long. Forebody
longer and wider than hindbody, widest near
junction with hindbody, 0.390 to 0.875 long
by 0.319 to 0.630 wide. Lateral portions of
forebody folded ventrally, meeting in midline of body at point of junction with hind-

Testes two, irregular in shape and size; anterior testis sinistral to midline, just posterior to junction of fore- and hindbody, 0.076
to 0.230 long by 0.073 to 0.358 wide; posterior testis in middle of hindbody, wider
than long, with a median constriction, 0.053
to 0.282 long by 0.138 to 0.448 wide. Seminal vesicle posterior to hind testis, mesial,
extending anteriorly to middle of posterior

;fa

0

J:::;

~~~fo!o;j:~~:lixt; ;;;;.r
body. Junction of fore- and hindbody marked ~:r!:r~~:
by a slight constriction ( or by reduction in median or sinistral to midline, anterior to
transverse diameter of forebody in small and dorsally overlapping fore testis, 0.034 to
specimens). Hindbody 0.212 to 0.560 long 0.102 Jong by 0.056 to 0.230 wide. Mehlis'
by 0.177 to 0.525 wide, tapering slightly to gland dextral to ovary. Laurer's canal openrounded tip. Cuticular spines present on ing dorsally on midline between levels of
anterior forebody, diminishing in size and ovary and vitelline reservoir. Uterus }number posteriorly; hindbody smooth. Oral shaped, ascending from Mehlis' complex to
sucker 0.047 to 0.087 long by 0.050 to 0.067 a point midway between anterior border of
wide. Acteabulum oval, in middle of fore- ovary and tribocytic organ, then turning
body, usually wider than long, 0.041 to 0.064 posteriorly, proceeding mesially to genital
long by 0.041 to 0.078 wide, often in con- atrium. Eggs 0.090 to 0.115 long by 0.060
tact with or overlapping posterior tribocytic to 0.090 wide. Vitellaria follicular, generorgan, or separated from tribocytic organ by ally confined to forebody, densest in region
Jess than longitudinal diameter of acetabu- o~ t~ibocyti~ organ. ~nterior extent of
Jum. Sucker ratio 1:0.872 to l.l 2. Prephar- , vitelhne folh<:les to or slightly beyond lev~l
•
b
Ph , of fore margin of acetabulum; a few folh·
ynx shfort, sometimes
appearing
a sent.
ar- c1es. extend'mg posterior
· Iy on ventra1 sur face
.
.
ynx o ten rn contact with oral su':ker, 0.0 40 into hindbody to or just beyond posterior
to 0.116 long by 0.030 to 0.084 wide. Esoph- margin of vitelline reservoir. Vitelline resagus usually shorter than pharynx, 0.011 to ervoir median intertesticular. Excretory sys0.056 long. Ceca two, extending to posteri- tern not obse;ved.
or end of body, terminating at level of geniDiscussion.-A discussion of this species
h d'
· f p·b · l l "d
tal atrium. Tribocytic organ oval, slightly f
longer than broad, 0.160 to 0.371 long by oIIows t e iagnosis o t rico a uct a.
0.160 to 0.243 wide, with a median, 'longitu- dinal cleft. Genital atrium posterior, subterminat OQening on dorsal ~urface· of body.
f R. o IVl L iJ M SO EtJ :r 2 I Sc. 1+ k £ I

I ?fo I
1.

FIBRICOLA CRATERA

(Barker et Noll 1915)

[Syn. Fibricola laruei Miller 1940;
Fibricola texensis Chandler 1942;
Fibricola nana Chandler et Rausch 1946]
C'est le parasite habituel du Rat musque (Fiber zibethicus Cuv.),
du Raton laveur (Procyon loeor L.), de divers Mustelides (Mouffette1,
Vison) et de }'Opossum 1 • En fixation, l'espece ne depasse guere 1,5 mm
(voir tableau II). Son aire geographique comprend les Etats-Unis et
le sud-est du Canada. LUMSDEN et Z1scHKE (1961) en ont publie une
redescription detaillee, dont les mesures ne figurent pas dans notre
tableau comparatif.
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FIBRICOLA CABALLERO! •'
',erecero

,
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1943

(Fig. 13-14)

Cette espece, trouvee au
Mexique (Pare zoologique de
Chapultepec) chez Rauus nor•
v(gicus (Erxl.), se distingue
de: la precedente par eee
dimensions plus grandes et
pc r la situation plus avancM
de la ventouse ventrale (voir
tableau II).
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Fig. 13. Fibricola caballeroi Cerec< ro 1943, de Rattus norvegicu.a
(I:rxl.). Paratype (Col. Helm.,
lrn,t. de Biologia, Univ. Nae.
Mexico). Longueur l,53 mm (exer 1plaire legerement aplati). Vue
vt ntrale.

Fig. 14. Fibricola caballeroi Cerecero 1943, de Rattus norvegicus (Erxl.). Paratype (Col.
Helm., Inst. de Biologia, Univ. Nae. Mexico). Longueur l,61 mm (txemplaire legere•
ment aplati). Vue dorsale.
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Diplostomidae

Fibricola intennedius (Pearson, 1959). Pearson .
1959: 111, figs. 1-8. Dubois, 1970: 6 n
fig. 729.
Host and origin: Hydrom_vs chrysogaster
Geoffroy, from River Torrens. Adelaide, S.
Aust., July 1923 (21 specimens. !>Orne of
which have one egg in the uterus).
Habitat: intestine.
Description: Body length 0.75-0.98 mm.
Relationships: This species. the type-host of
which is Rattus assimilis, was found in the
water rat, Hydromys chrysogaster, by Pearson
(1961). It differs from F. minor Dubois ( al<;o
from H. chrysogaster) in having erratic vitelline follicles in the hindbody: they form two
distinct lateral bands which extend as far as
the zone of the second testis, and even beyond.
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Fibricola lucida (LaRue and Bosma, 1927)
Dubois and Rausch, 1950
(Figure 3)
Synonymy.-Neodiplosto mttm lucidum LaRue and Bosma, 1927; Theriodiplostomum
lucidum (LaRue and Bosma, 1927) Dubois,
1944.
H osts.-Didelphis virginiana Kerr and
Mustela vison Schreber.
Location.-Small intestine.
Locality.-Goodhope oil field, Louisiana.
Diagnosis ( based on 10 mature speciDiscussion.-There are five species in the I to the ventral side of the hindbody in th
mens, 5 each from Didelphis virginiana and
genus
Fibricola: ( 1 ) F. cratera ( Barker and latter. Ulmer found that, in some specimens
Mustela vison) .-Fibricola. Body superf iNoll,
1915) Dubois, 1932; (2) F. lucida recovered from white mice fed metacercariae
cially bisegmented, 1.097 to 1.750 long.
of F. cratera from the pelvic musculature o
Forebody longer and wider than hindbody, ( LaRue and Bosma, 1927) Dubois and
Rana pipiens, the vitellaria extended to the
separated from latter by a well-defined con- Rausch, 1950; and ( 3) F. texensis Chandler,
anterior margin of the posterior testis. In
striction. Forebody 0.708 to 1.120 long by 1942, all in North America; ( 4) F. cabalother specimens recovered from the same
leroi Zerecero, 1943; from Mexico, and
host the vitellaria on one side of the body
0.525 to 0.814 wide, widest at level of tribo( 5) F. minor Dubois, 1936; from Australia.
e~tended. to the posterior margin of the
cytic organ. Sides and posterior margin of
F. lucida has been previously reported
hmd test1s, whereas the vitelline follicles on
forebody folded ventrally. Hindbody usuthe other si~e of th~ body extended only
ally longer than wide, 0.390 to 0.525 long from Louisiana opossums (Dikmans, 1932)
as
N
eodiplostomum
lucidum.
The
present
to the anterior margm of the hind testis.
by 0.238 to 0.460 wide, tapering to a
Chandler ( 1942) reported that the vitellaria
rounded end, Cuticular spines present on record constitutes the first report of F. cratera from Louisiana.
of F. texensis extended anteriorly to the level
anterior forebody, diminishing in size and
Each of four opossums was lightly in- of the p_harynx. Dubois ( 1938) showed
number posteriorly; hindbody smooth. Oral
fected
with
F.
lucida.
A
single
raccoon
was
the anterior exent of vitellaria in F. cratera
sucker 0.062 to 0.098 long by 0.067 to 0.075
wide, usually in contact with pharynx. Ace- infected with several hundred F. cratera. to be approximately midway between the
tabulum oval, in middle of forebody, 0.062 Four minks harbored heavy, mixed infec- acetabulum and the cecal bifurcation and
tions of F. cratera and F. lucida.
Ulm:r'.s (1955) figures picture a similar
to 0.078 long by 0.059 to 0.090 wide, usuMature specimens of F. lucida from the condmon. The vitellaria in our specimens
ally separated from posterior tribocytic organ by a distance equal to longitudinal diam- opossums were somewhat larger ( 1.133 to of F. cratera extended slightly anterior to
eter of acetabulum. Sucker ratio 1: 1.000 to I l.?50 long) than those recovered from the the fore margin of the acteabulum never
1.600. Prepharynx short, appearing absent mmks ( 1.097 to 1.330 long). Specimens to the cecal bifurcation. Dubois and 'Rausch
in some specimens, 0.000 to 0.014 long. of F. cratera from the minks were generally ( 1950 ! suggested that F. cratera and F.
Pharynx 0.046 to 0.070 long by 0.041 to larger ( 0.814 to 1.43 5 long) than those texensis are physiological species.
0.065 wide. Esophagus 0.040 to 0.112 from . the raccoon ( 0.602 to 0.800 long).
long. Ceca two, extending to posterior end Dubois ( 1938) reported a size range of
/,.__ V NI S D £/11 f- 2. 1 SCH I<. ,:
of body, terminating at level of genital atri- 1.50 to 1. 74 for F. lucida; LaRue and Bosma's
(
1927)
specimens
reportedly
attained
um. Tribocytic organ longer than broad,
with a median, longitudinal cleft, 0.217 to a maximum length of 1.94. Dubois' (1938)
0.448 long by 0.127 to 0.269 wide. Genital measurements for F. cratera were 1.0 to 1.5;
atrium posterior, subterminal, opening on ~arker's ( 1~15) measurements for this spedorsal surface of body. Testes two, variable cies were given as 0.75 to 1.89. Chandler
in size and shape; anterior testis sinistral to ( 1942 noted that size and shape of F.
midline, just posterior to junction of fore- texensis were affected by the host species
and hindbody, 0.138 to 0.243 long by 0.095 and the density of the infection. Perhaps
to 0.307 wide; posterior testis in middle of the smaller size of some of our specimens
hindbody, wider than long, with a median can be explained by the numbers of worms
constriction, 0.138 to 0.218 long by 0.265 present in each host. The raccoon was more
to 0.358 wide. Seminal vesicle extending heavily infected with F. cratera than any of
from middle of posterior testis to enter geni- the minks examined. The opossums hartal atrium via narrow ejaculatory duct. Ovary bored the lightest strigeid infection, but
sinistral to midline, anterior to fore testis, were heavily infected with another trema0.064 to 0.128 long by 0.106 to 0.148 wide. tode, Rhopalias macracanthus,
Mehlis' gland dextral to ovary. Laurer's
F. cratera, F. lucida, and F. texensis are
canal extending dorsally from oviduct, open- separated primarily by the vitelline distribuing on median dorsal surface of body be- tion. The viteIIine follicles of F. lucida are
tween levels of ovary and vitelline reservoir. present in the hindbody as two lateral bands
Uterus ascending from Mehlis' complex to which extend posteriorly to the level of the
fore margin of ovary then descending in genital atrium. In F. cratera a thin sheet
midline of body to genital atrium. Eggs of viteilaria on the ventral surface of the
0.093 to 0.116 long by 0.060 to 0.070 wide. hindbody may extend to the level of the
ViteIIine follicles most numerous in fore- vitelline reservoir or slightly beyond. Ulmer
body at level of tribocytic organ, extending ( 1955) observed that an intermediate conas two lateral bands from midway between dition may exist between the posterior exacetabulum and cecal bifurotion to level of tent of the viteilaria as originally described
genital atrium. Viteiline reservoir median, for F. cratera and F. texensis. Read ( 1948)
intertesticular. Excretory system not ob- differentiated F. cratera from F. texensis on
served.
the basis of a thin sheet of vitellaria limited
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iO. Fibricola minor 1_lh1h11i ..,

1

l>i11111i-lr c

[,Ullfl/1('1/f

anti·rieur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11,:t!-U,;1-t

111111.

S1·gment po-.ti·ril'ur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0,18-0.~\/

111111.

L'organe trihoeylique circulaire mcsure 10~> i, li'>O

ll.'.! •l -0, '. \ I
11 . IX-tl ,'.!7
11

lll ll l.

llllll.

de diamt'.~tre.

Son bord anl1' rirtir se trom·e enlre Jes 44 cl les ;')'.! 100" de la longueur du segment anlerieur; le plus souYenl, ii reeoune parlidlcment la vcnlousc ,·r1tl rak. ne depassant toulefms pas le centre de
<.·ctlc ckrnii·re.
La , ·cntouse hu<:C'ale, lcnninalc. L'"t globulairc . Son diamdre
Yarie de •t l a ;-, ➔ p. La wntouse Y<'ntr:tle . elliplit(llt', rnesure ~:.!-;>;{,
31-4:l u: Pllr est loujours silut;e un peu en aYanl du milieu du segment .1111,·• rieur. soil enlrl' It's -t'.! t'l le-; ~8 / 100" dr sa lonsul'ur,
t·'r~l-a-dire i1 la dblanee de 18 :'1 7'2 11 de la hifurca\i11n ck l'inle..,tin.
La longucur du prt'·phary1n n't.>'l:<'t'<k pa.., \I r1. Le pha-ry1n gl ,,i>uJaire mesure a:1-~H. :t!--L-, 11 de di:1111t•lre. L'tl''-oph :1ge, 1<,ng d1• :W i1
36 11, hifur<flH' £1 la <list.inn· 1k -l8 :\ 7'2 r1 de la \'Cn\ousc , ·rntr:,k el
Jes deux ca•ea s_C' terminenl i, la l1:1ull'11r du teslintlc poslt;ril'nr,
par rnj>port am1uel ils sonl silul:s Yl'nlralcment.
Les glandrs g<'.·nitales pn;senlt•nl la disposition lwbilu<'II<', <'ara<'leristique des Diplostomes. Les kslil'ules oen1pcnt Jes deux premiers
tiers du segmenl postfrieur, en sorle que le hord _poslfrieur du
second sc trouve situ<· entre !cs 54 et les (l6 1 100·· <le la longuc.ur de
cette partie du corps. Le premier leslicule. tan.gent
l'ovaire el
situe latcralemenl, soil
gauche, soit it <lroite <le lu li_g_ne mediane
.' amphitypie J. app:1rail asy111l'lriqut'lllCt1I 1h°'Y<•lopp1'• : ii l'SI clavTf,, rm e et mesurc 111:-1 :', 1-t:J II de di:1111i·lrl' lrans\'erc:;:il l'I (i8 it ~O 11
dt' diami·tn• :111ll;ro-poslt·rieur . L<' s1' 1•1111d kstil'llll' , plus grand d
. llongt'· tr:in..;v('r-.;ale11wnl , n'ocnqw pas t1,111c' l;1 lai·geur tlu segment
;u,st1'·ricur. II llH'SIII'<' t:!o a 1\lfl l• dt• dia.111i•IJ'l• lr:1ns,·ersal t'l 70 :1
'. If)
cit- di,1111t·ln· :1ntt'·ro-p<>'-l<'·rieur. I.e.., \as:, dtcrentia l'onlluent i>n
11
11-rii·rl' de l'o\"aire pour former le Y:t'- dderl'll'> l[lii redc..;ccnd ventalemenl cntrr J'ul<•rus M les ll'~ticule~. II se dilate pen :1 pen el
tonne 111w ,·<·sieuk ..,t:•min:il<' donl It' courl canal l;j,wul:ill'lll' dc.;1>011dw dan~ 1·11t<•r11s . .:1 '.!;~> JI de son 011n•rtur1:• dans l'atriu111 g<'.•nilal.
J,'o\'ain•. oYn'id<'. sitm·· lat~;ralc11wnl :'1 la li111ite dl's dl'llX parties
du ('orps et tangcnl :111 prt.>mier leslicull'. 111esurc 48-70, :rn-~>1 11 de
diami·lrc. L'ul<·rus remonlc de l'cspacc inlerlesticulairr, en contournanl la surface n-ntrak du ksliC'ule :mlt'.·rieur, jusqu'au dcvant de
l'ovairc oi1 ii se replic pour redcs<'rndn· vcnlral<·11H·nl <•l di>houchcr
dans !'atrium gl'.·nilal. Les a•ufs tun. plus rarement deux par excmplaircl mesurent 8-l-108, 4!l-ll7 1,. I..,(• canal <le Lnurer cll·houclw
dorst1lemci1t
la haull'lll' du prrmier lcslirule. La glanclc de Mehlis
se trou\'e Jegi•rement deplacce en .mml, comparativenwnl it la topo(• ver)
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Lt• mall·· ri <·I :i 1'•1<'- n ·c u1•ill i it Epping 1:\l'\\ South \\' :tic.., 1. le :w ju1l kt lH:1-1-. 1•! pro,·ienl de l'cst1111l:tc t'I de l'i1ll l' sl i ll dl' /ly,/r11111ys
l'hrys11q11sl1•r E. (,et>f. 1w.1lt•r r:tl l. LL•s L'\.l'lltpl :ti n-.. d:1ie11I n '• p :1rtis
,•n deux 11,ts p,,rt:1111 IL• nu111i'·rn l .llfl2. ll's 1111 s Ii,,·. .., ;·1 1·:t1r 1i ol ch:1ud,
ks :iuln•-... 111ieux l'<•llSL'n/, , lb.l'.·s :111 s11hli111l:,
Le L'Ol'jl" • l'llipliqt1L' ;1 fu,ifnrnu· dorsque k s liord s l:tl t'• rau:-. dl' la
p:1rti c• antl'.·rieurl', ,011! forte11w11l rrpliL;.., , ·e11tr :tll'111e11l rt s' affronlenl sur la ligne 111t'·di:tn l' l 011 :'1 n\;ion :inlt'-ril'url' -;p:1th:1cc'· c, Ill' pr1··sente qu·u11e f:lihll' co11slridio11 ou lllll' di111i.nuti,111 cl11 di:i111dre
tr,111sYersal a la limile des tkux st>gmenls . L:1 longueur tol :1k yaril'
de o mm .. ;,o :'.l o mm .. x:L
Le segment antl'.·ril'ur est n·coun•rt <k lr1• s litH'" <·pine'- srrrt'·es.
implantccs ohliquemcnl <lan'- la cuticult• cl di111inua11I de grandeur
n~rs J'arrii•re. Le segment posl<'-rieur, plus <;lrnil . est 0\'(1.idr ou eourlement elliplicp1e . Le pore genital est dorsal. s11hlermin:1I.
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gnwhie lmbituelh.• : rllt.> est ainsi a pen prt'.:>s opposfr au premier
testirnlt'.
Les follit·ules ,·ilello~i·nt's snnt limilt'.·s au segmt>nl anlt'•rieur ; ils
s't>lcndl'nl du nin•a11 de l'ovaire (oll du hor<I :mt(·•ril'lll' du premit'r
~t•sticulC'l. j11s<111'i1 Li vcnloust• ventrale. de d1:1qt1(' cMt'.· dP laquclle
ils -.·avanccnt 'fl1l'lquef11is un pl'll plus l'll aYanl ; m:ii!- ifs Ill' dt'·passcnt pas k nin·au du n•nln• 1k CC't org:HH' dans le ch:11111' m{•di:111
oil l<'lll' limik t'sl comprisl' enlrt> les -l I l't les :·)I : I 1111' d!' l:1 longueur
du segment anlt'·rie11r. l:111dis que. l:tlt·r:ilt•111t·11l., t'llf' st· truun· enlre
Jes -1;1 el ks rn IOtr. Le r,·· servnir vitellin l':-.l inkrl<'"lw11l:1irl' .
L·atriu111 1/·nital e::-.l Ull1..' pt•lilt• c:l\·itt"• , j)('ll prnfo11d(', dunt l'oun.~rture est dors:tle. !-11hlt'n11i11:dt•. II n\•,i'>ll' p:1..; dt> cc">1w g<'•nit;,I.
Ce nouveau p:1r:isit<' est done la st'C11111k 1•spi•1·1• :1ltril,11al,I(• :lll
genre Fihricnlrt qut• nous ,l\ons ('rt'(; l'll !!1::~ pour la forme-lype
Fihrico"1 croi,•r11 ( Barker el ~oil. I !II.-,· (.,,111. lie 11,is/1111111111 crn/1•r11111
Harker et ~oil. IHI:,,_ Lt>, dl'IIX l''i(lt'l'l'S son! p:1r:isil1•..; dt> 111:1111111ift'-rcs dl' la famillt· ell's .1/urid ,1· (•I "(' disti11:-4ut·11l par pl11:-.ie11rs
c:1radi·res qt11' nous ddinirnns plus l11i11 .
(;r~lt'l' ;1 la In.,.._ !,:l':tnde ol>lige,1111·1· dl' ;\I. il' Pr11ll'..,Sl'lll' \l:iurice-C.
Hall. d1ef .,k L, l>i,·ision z,,,,ln ~ iq111· d11
B11rl':111 , ,f .\11i111:d l111lt1"try .. . :1 \\':1,hi11glo11 . 11011" :1Y1>11" jilt ohll'llir quelq111·, l''-.l'11qdairl''i
1l'/frmist,m111111 1·ri,/1 n1111 B,11·l"·r :111d :\'1111. 1\IJ:,, pr11n•11:11ll d'un
lot dl;pos1: d:111, l:i 1·1illt-d1011 dt' p:1r:1,il1·s I'! t'liqtll'I,·· 1'1J1111111· suit :
(< IL\.!., 11 '" :l~-~7\), l/c111is/n11111111 1·n1/cr11n1. 11 ..... 1.: Und,1/m : ih,•thfrus. inkslint>: loc:dity: Kirl,fil'ld. <>ntari,i : rnllel'll'd hy L:1w
and hennedy: d:llc: 1:\-7-:\~: dl'll·ri11i11l'd liy E.\\' . J>ril'l'.
:'\ous rt'HH'rcions lri'.•s si111'l'l"('llll'lll \I. ll' l'rnf1•sse11r \l:111ric<'-C.
Hall, atl<fll<'I nous 11011s so111111t·.., ..;ou\'enl :1drl'ss1·· ct qui a l,,11jours
rt'.·pond11 it nos dt·111:11l(I,·" :1\l'l' l:i plus grandt> c11111pl:iisant·l·.
L'exalllen de er" t>:-.ernpl:iin·s, quc 11011!- an,ns colort'·s ou d('•hil1;s
en <·oupes, nous p<•n11t·I at'luellemenl d1• prt'·eiser !es caradi·n·s
analomiques de cl'lll' l'spt.·ce el <](' redilil'r cnl:1i11t>s t'ITl'llrs tvoir
<< Bull. So<'. nt't1ch. Sc. 11(1/., 1!1:I~. p. ;HJ~ l'l :W,). r1·•sullanl de la
r«'tirt'·scnlalion. qul'lqu<' prn fantaisiste. qu'en donnent Ir..; :ntleurs
dnns leur dc~criplion originalr (H)J;>, pl. II. fig. I.\. '.\"mts avons )Ht
constater. sur tons Jes excmplaires. quc In morphologie el la topographic drs organcs gt'.•nilm1x de ce parnsite tqaient identiqu<'s :'1
celles dt>s aulrcs Diploslo1t1<'s, U<' s\;carlant t'n :nicunt· 1':u;on du
type hahituel, mais que seules les glandes vitellogi·ncs prt;sentail'nl
la parlicularih; d'etre confinees dans le segment antfrieur ; re
caractcrr important permet de distingner le genre Fibriroln Dubois,
1932 - auquel nous avons attrihm• Hrmisfomum craterum eomme
espece-type - du genre Neod,iplostomum Railliet qui lui ressemble
1norphnl<,gitfl1C'lllt'ld ; ii .i~lifit :1i11'ii l:1 nt'.·:tlhin du genre Fibricofa
p11· 111,us avion-; inclus d:111s la s1111s-L1111ille ,ks Seo<lipfoslomina•
l>11hois. 1\l:l~ 1 I 1. C1111si1kranl. d'u11e part, ed!t• limilati<,n des folli·1ilt•s ,·ikllogt'll(•s l'(>lllllH' 1111 c·.iral'll'l'e plus imporl:1111 q11c It• rapport ck..; l1111g111·11r" de l"organc lrih,,cytiqt,H' el du st>;-;111ent anlt'.Tieur,
·I. d':111ln• part. l:t "J>(··cilicil1·· dt>s espi•t't'" d(• n• gl'HJ'l', p:irasill's de
\J11ri1fo •. nous prupos1,n..; 1!1- lr:rnsft'·rer le ht•nrt• J-'i/1ric11lu da11s la
., ,,..,-J':,111ill1 · des .\litriim,· 11:dl t'I \\ ' igdor, 1!118 \:!l, dunl tous les
,·11r1•..;, p:1r:1<.;ilt", <ll' 111:1111111il'i·rt•<; 1<:r1r11ipor11 011 Nnd1•11ti11l, sonl
:1r:tc-l1··ri..,('•..; , ...,~(•11lidk1111'1ll 1•:11 ll' 1·1111fi1H·1111•11l de, l"ollintles, ilt-llu1•11t·-. 1!;111 ... ll' ,(•g111t·11l :111li"-r1('t1r.
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Diplostomidae
Fibricola sarcophila th-S1' • 6 ~ J 1957,
Alariinae : Fibricola sarcopkila 11.sp,. (Fig. 1)

,;,, ;:,wt"-', 11 ::J 7

Specific Diagnosis: Body 1·15--1·85 mm. long, distinctl:y divided
into two regions, the anterior longer than the postenor. The
tribocytic organ is between one-quarter an~ m~e-third_ of the length
of the anterior region of the body. The v1telline follicles are large
and numerous, extending to a level half way between the ve~tral
sucker and the bifurcation of the alimentary canal and postenorly
almost to the end of the body. They are less numerous in the
posterior portion of the body. There is usually only one egg in the
uterus.
.
The body has a typical appearance being well marked mto
two segments. The total body length is 1·15--1·~ mm. The exact
shape and width of the anterior segment van~ because of the
lateral margins being variously folded. The antenor body segment
is 0·70-0·98 mm. long and maximum widths measured are 0-360·49 mm. across the level of the tribocytic organ. T?e post~rlor
segment of the body is 0·42--0·94 mm. long with a maxim.um widt~
of 0·31~·42 mm. across the level of the ovary. Typically the
anterior body segment is J,pnger than the posterior body ~ent,
although this som.etimes varies, depending on the degree of expansion of the body when fixed. Anteriorly, lateral sucking CUF-5 or
tentacular appendages are absent.
The tribocytic organ is either circular or spherical, 0-25--0-28 mm.
longx0·21~·25 mm. wide, being usually between one-quarter. and
one-third of the length of the anterior segment. It is between
0·56-0·63 mm. from the anterior end of the body. The ventral
sucker and the tribocytic organ are always well separated, _the
ventral sucker being approximately one-third of the distance
the tribocytic organ to the anterior of the body. The ventral sucker
is soherical appearing to have a constant diameter of 0·07 mm.
The buccal sucker is terminal and has a width of 56-70µ. and a
length of 42-84µ.. The prepharynx is short having a maximum
length of 28µ. long x 28-52µ. wide. The oesophagus is short being
between 28-42µ long. The two intestinal crura extend laterally to
the posterior end of the body.
.
The reproductory organs lie in tandem to each other in the
posterior body segment. The anterior testis, which is smaller than
the posterior testis, is 0· 14-0·21 mm. long x 0·21~·28 mm. wide and
lies towards one side of the body. The posterior testis which is
characteristically bilobed, being horse-shoe shaped, is always of
greater width than length being 0·21--0·28 mm. wide x 0·21~·24 mm.
long. The vas deferens expands to form a well defined vesicula
seminalis posteriorly to the posterior testis.
The ovary is sub-spherical to spherical and lies tangentially to
the anterior testis and towards one side of the body. It is quite
near to the 'level of _the junction of the anterior and posterior segments of the body. The ovary is usually wider than long, being
0·084--0·12~·m~. x0·084-0·112~m. Mehlis' gland lies laterally. at
the postenor side of the antenor testis. The vitelline reservoir is
well developed; lying close to Mehlis' gla:nd and between the testes.
The. vitelline_ follicles ar~ compara~ively large and well developed
partic~arly 1D the antenor body segment. They extend into the
,osterior body segment reaching almost to the posterior extremity.
fbe vitelline follicles are not present on the dorsal surface of all
,f the posterior body segment and they decrease markedly in number
:owards the posterior end of the body. The vitelline follicles are
1umerous in the a~terior body segment and exten!1 anteriorly to a
evel about half way between the ventral sucker ana the bifurcation.
The genital atrium is conspicuous, is posterior and opens subterminally on the dorsal surface of the body. There is no genital
cone evident.
Never more than one egg has been seen in the uterus ; egg size :
98-112µ. X 70µ..
Host : Sarcophiltts harrisii (Boitard, 1841).
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Geographicat distribu.tt'on : Tasmania.
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Diplostomidae
Fibricola sarcophila .n-...ap-.
£:l~l9/F7,
RELATIONSHIPS OF

F. saT~ophila

~~f/,e/a.;, .: ·. 1·· .•-:"r_:.

Fibricola saTcophila has been separated as a new species mainly
on the basis of the distribution of its vitelline follicles. It appears
to be the first species described in which they extend to the posterior
extremity of the body. Although they extend so far backwards
their greatest concentration is in the anterior body segment.
Fibricola sarcophila . appears to resemble most closely Fibricola
lucida (La Rue and Bosma, 1927), described from an American
opossum Didelphis virginiana Kerr, and from a carnivore, Mustela
vison Schreb. Fibricola sarcophila differs from F. lucida in the
arrangement of the vitelline follicles; in F. lucida they extend
only to the level of the middle of the second testis. The new species
differs from F. minor (Dubois, 1936) from Hydromys chrysogaster
chrysogaster E. Geoff., the only other described species from an
Australian host, in the more marked constriction between the
anterior and posterior segments of the body, in the distinctly separate
position of the acetabulum relative to the tribocytic organ, and in
the arrangement of the vitelline follicles.
.
.
Cameron (1931) recorded a strigeid, Alaria ~p., from the _mtestm~
of Sarcophilus harrisii from the Sc?ttish Zoological Park, Edinburgh ,
it was probably Fibricola sarcophila.
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Di plostomidae
Fibricola sp. 1 (Fig. 30)
Only one example was . obtained.
Host : Didelphis marsupialis Linnaeus-I ex.·.
Habilal : Small intestine.
Loc-_ily: Tingo Maria (Afilador), Dpto. Huanuco.

Dale : September 2, 1976.

The specimen is ungravid and 1.4 mm in body length. Anterior distribution of vitellaria reaches the acetabular level.

More detailed examination

ma·y be necessary although it is generally allied to F. crater (Barker et

Nicoll, 1915).
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Diplostomidae
1-lbrlcola sp. 2 (Fig. 31)

Only ·five examples were obtained from Didelphis paraguayensis.
Host : Dide/phis paraguayensis Oken-3 exx.
Habitat: Small intestine.
locality: Condebamba Valley (Tabacal), Dpto. Cajamarca.

PE~lJ

Date: September 25 and 27, 1976.

Body length of a gravid specimen is 1.5 mm. Anterior distribution of vitellaria reaches the median level between the cecal bifurcation and the acetabulum. This is aliied to F. lucidus (La Rue et Bosma, 1927), but shoulq be
restudied.
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Podospathalium Dubois, 1932

Generic diagnosis. - Diplostomidae, Alariinae: Body divided into a
lamelliform forebody and a hindbody with conical posteroventral
projection, into the axis of which extends the diverticle of the bursa, and
at the mammillary tip of which opens the excretory pore. No pseudosuckers. Lateral margins of forebody undulating, folded inwards and
united in median line to enclose tribocytic organ which is largely elliptical
and has a median groove. Oral sucker and pharynx small, esophagus
short. Acetabulum in front of tribocytic organ. Anterior testis lateral,
opposite shell gland; posterior testis median, not bilobate, followed by
seminal vesicle; ductus ejaculatorius surrounded by pros ta tic cells. Ovary
median, anterior to vitelline reservoir and posterior testis. Uterus confined
to ventral anterior part of hindbody, not extending into forebody,
opening with ejaculatory duct into genital atrium which in turn opens
into the bursa copulatrix. Eggs moderately large. Bursa with strongly
muscular wall, giving off ventral diverticle for posteroventral projection,
opening outside ventroterminally. Intestinal parasites of Didelphys.
Genotype: P. pedatum (Dies, 1850) Dubois, 1932 (Pl. 92, Fig. 1103), in
Didelphys marsupialis ( = D. cancrivorus), M etachirus nudicaudata;
Brazil.

8. Genre Podospathalium, novum.
Diagnose. - ~eodipl0stominac : Corps dont la didsion appafE'nt<", morpholog1que nc· torrespond pas a la division reelle anatomique. Region anteri<>ure a bords lateraux lamellaires 'fortement d(n•('loppes, ondules et replies ventralement de ma~ii~re a
former 1ml' ~ork ck < s patl10 ·~ s'ouvrant par une fente ventrale et
si?~cuse jusqu'il la saillie que determine la masse des glandE's
gemtales. Absence de glandes cephalique.s debouchant dans dE's
psE'udo-ventouses laterales. Re~ion posteriPure debutant au niveau
du bord anterieur de l'ornir0, renfermant tous Jes organes genitaux et preAs~nfant sur le cote dorsal une cambrure caracteristique
et, sur le cote ventral une expansion conique, tres saillante occupee par. un divnticule dilat? a son extremite de la longue 'Bursa
copulatr!x, tubuleusc:> dont IAouve~t~re subterminale est deplacee
sur _le ~ote ~e~tral. I as de cone genital. Glandes sexuelles petites:
ovaire 1mmediatement en arriere de l'organe adhesif et anterieur
aux ~esticules situes l'un devant l'autre, proches de Ia face dorsale,
tand1s que les boucles uterines se developpent dans la moitie
ventrale.
E~pece-type. - Podospathalium pedatum (Diesing, 1855) =
H emistomum pedatum Diesing, 1855.
FTom .Oc,ho~~, Jq 3/}..
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Diplostomatidae

Pharyngostoinoides a.,f. +-\a..--~~m.c... , \<\YZ..
Generic diagnosis: Family Diplostomidae: subfamily Alariinae: Body sma~I,
forebody broader and longer than hind body ; pseudosuckers present ; prosthetic
glands usually present; holdfast organ slightly longer than broad. ~ral suc½er
weakly developed, approximately the same size as ventral suck~r; Ovary m po~ter~or
part of forebody, anterior to and smaller than testes. _Mehhs gland. and v1tellme
reservoir between ovary and testes at junction of anterior and poster!or segments.
Uterus extending into mid-portion of holdfast organ. Testes approximately equal
in size usually ovoid smooth to irregular in outline situated side by side in posterior
segµie~t. Genital c~ne present ; genital atrium small, dorsal, subterminal. A deep
dorsal furrow present in young specimens.
Type species: Pharyngostomoides procyonis l:l.-5Jl. \-\a..-k-{Ma, ,q.<.J Z...

Comparatively few strigeids have been ~reported from animals of the
family PROCYONIDAE. La Rue and Townsend ( 1927) described Alaria
nasuae from N asua nasica and later mentioned ( 1932) that an unidentified strigeid had been obtained from the raccoon. Morgan and Wall er
(1940) reported a case of severe parasitism of a raccoon. Several different species of parasites were found including several specimens of Fibricola cratera (Barker and Noll, 1915). Fibricola laruei from the raccoon
in Canada was described by Miller (1940). Chandler (1942) found
Fibricola texensis Chandler, 1942, infecting raccoons in east Texas.
The combination of prosthetic glands, opposite testes and dorsal furrow justify the erection of a new genus. The variability of these characters possibly may militate against this viewpoint. However, only a very
few specimens out of hundreds examined showed any marked shifting
of the testes. The conspicuousness or obscurity of the prosthetic glands
suggests the possibility of variation in the metabolic activity of these
glands and their development rriay be influenced by the age of the flukes.
These gland·s and the dorsal furrow· show similarities with S phincterodiplostomum 1nusculosus where the pseudosuckers present the same appearance as in Pharyngosto1noides procyonis but the glands are more
diffuse. The crescentic dorsal furrow is represented by a tubular invagination with a sphincter.
Dubois ( 1938) lists the genera Alaria, Cynodiplostonium, Fibricola,
Pharyngostomttni, Podospathalium as members of the sub-family ALARIINAE. Pharyngostom.oides possesses characters which separate it from
these genera. It obviously is different from the aberrant Podospathalium.
It can be separated from Cynodiplostomum by its smaller size, ventrally
folded posterior margin of forebody, presence of a prepharynx and esophagus, prosthetic glands, distribution of vitellaria, relatively larger holdfast organ, and in the position of ovary and testes, Fibricola and Alaria
both have the testes arranged tandemly ; the former possesses no pseudosuckers and in Alaria the holdfast organ is more elongate and there are
no glands. Pharyngostomum is the only previously described genus of
ALARIINAE which has opposite testes in the hindbody. Its very large
pharynx, very large piriform holdfast organ, absence of pseudosuckers
and larger size validate its separatio!]. from Pharyngostomoides.
L
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Pha,yn~ostomoides Harkema, 1942

Generic diagnosis. - Diplostomidae, Alariinae: Body small, scoopshaped; forebody broader and longer than hindhody, with pseudosucker
and ventrally folded posterolateral margins: tribocytic organ slightly
longer than broad, with slit-like opening in center. Hindbody subcylindrical. Oral sucker approximately same size as acetabulum. Ceca extending
a short distance back of testes. Testes juxtaposed at anterior part of
hindbody. Vasa efferentia united together between ovary and shell
_gland to form ~minal reservoir . \'esicula scminalis convoluted behind
testes, discharging into muscular ejaculatory pouch, ejaculatory duct
uniting with uterus at base of genital cone. Genital atrium small, dorsosubterminal. Ovary transversely elongated, situated in posterior part of
forebody .. Shell gland and vitelline reservoir between ovary and testes
at junction of two body regions. Uterus extending into tribocytic organ;
eggs large, not very numerous. Vitellaria follicular, distributed in fore1
body from acetabulurn to level of anterior margins of testt's, intruding
into tribocytic organ as well as into lateral margins where they extend
beyond the level of the acetabulum. Excretory pore ventrosubterminal.
Intestinal parasites of mammals .
. :· Genotype: P. p,ocyonis Harkema, 1942 (Pl. 91, Fig. 1092), m Procyon
Joto, lotor; North Carolina and /Texas.
Other species:
P. ovale Chandler et Rausch·, 1946 (Pl. $8, Fig. 1062), in Procyon
lotor; Michigan.

Comments
. P. ~rocyo11is Harkema, 1942 was found initially 111 the raccoon, Procyon lotor from North
Caro_lina in 1939. Before its description was
published, Chandler provided additional specimens from the raccoon in Texas. These were
larg~r and mistakenly assumed to he mainlv
specnnens older than those from North Car~lma. Thus Harkema (1942) included both
groups in his description.
Pharyngostomoides o.:alis Chandler and
Rausch,_1~46, was described from the raccoon
from ~l1ch1_gan and later was synonymized with
P. ~rocyo~t.<; ?Y ~ubois (1963), and is accepted.
Om studies md1cate that the large specimens
fou n <l hy Harkema and hy Chandler were P.
adenoce7,hala ~ls describC'd in this paper.
Members of the genus Phary11gostomoides
have been found only in the raccoon and it is
~roba_ble that both species of parasites occur
Ill this host throughout its range.
Localities
'.·eported for P. 7Jrocyo11is are known, in sonw
mstance~, to contain also P. adenocephala. P.
p:ocyoms has heen reported from Texas and
N<~rth Carolina ( Harkema, 1942); Michigan
( Cha~1dler and Rausch, 1946); \ ' irginia, North
Carolma, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida
(Harkema and Miller, 1964). Although not
de~10nstrated conclusively, ,vc have reason to
behevlle that both species of parasites are materna Y transmitted (Harris. Harkeml & , 1.11 ,.
1967).
'. . I Cl,

Results and Discussion
the intestinal parasites of the raccoon, two types of flukes in the genus Pl10ryngos/0111oirl<·s can be distin6ruished. There is a
large, broad, pinkish form ( to be described
l)f'low) and a smaller, narrower. iYory-colored
form. The measurements by Harkema (1942)
for P. procuonis include both forms hut those
by Chandln and Rausch ( 1946) for P. om/is
arc for the smaller form. The description of P.
oralis is similar to that given hy Harkema
( 19-12) for "young" P. procyo11is. The type
specimen (No. 448,50) of P. procyonl,; on deposit in the U. S. National Museum is the
"smaller" form, hence P. oi;alis is reduced to a
synonym. The generic description of Plwry11gostomoides is still valid except for the reference to young specin1<'ns. This description differs from that bv Dubois ( 1966) in that it does
not incluc.k mc1{1bers of the genus Parallelorcl1is
Harkema and :\Hller, 1961. Dubois' svnonvnw
of Paralldorchis and Plwrungostomoidcs is· rn~t
accepted for th<> rea:-.ons given by Harkema and
~tiller ( H)61).
A111011g
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23. Genus Pharyngostomoides Harkema, 1942
[Syn. Parallelorchis Harkema et Miller, 1961.]

Le Raton-laveur, Procyon lotor (L.), heherge des Alariens caracterises par des testicules ovoides, situes l'un a cote de l'autre, et par la
presence de pseudo-ventouses. Ces parasites ont ete attrihues a des
genres recents : Pharyngostomoides Harkema, 1942, Procyotrema Harkema et Miller, 19591, Parallelorchis Harkema et Miller, 1961.
:Kous avons deja montre (1963, pp. 135-136) que Pharyngostomoides
ovalis Chandler et Rausch, 1946 doit etre considere comme synonyme
de P. procyonis Harkema, 1942.
·
L'examen· de l'holotype- de- Parallelorchis diglossus Harkema et
Miller, 1961 (U.S. Nat. Mus.~ Helm. Coll. N° 39073) autorise le transfert
de cet Alarien dans le genre Pharyngostomoides, en depit de la grandeur
de sa bourse copulatrice 2 • En effet, dans les deux genres, la limite
posterieure des vitellogenes (coincidant avec le niveau intersegmentaire)
est tangente au hord frontal des testicules ; I' ovaire, reniforme et median,
s'avance dans le dernier tiers du segment anterieur spathace; le canal
hermaphrodite, tres court et protrusihle (cone genital), dehouche au
milieu de la paroi ventrale de l'atrium genital, profond chez Parallelorchis, reduit chez Pharyngostomoides; l'uterus remonte jusque dans la
base de l'organe trihocytique. L'hahitat commun est l'intestin grele du
Raton-laveur. Nous en concluons que Parallelorchis Harkema et Miller,
1961 peut etre considere comme synonyme de Pharyngostomoides
Harkema, 1942. En consequence, la diagnose de ce dernier genre est
modifiee comme suit :
Alariinae a. segment anterieur spathace, muni de pseudo-ventouses,
abritant un organe tribocytique un peu plus long que large, de forme
variable (ovale, arrondi ou bilobe). Ovaire reniforme, s'avan'tant dans
le dernier tiers du segment anterieur. Testicules ovoides, situes l'un a
cote de l'autre dans la premiere moitie du segment posterieur, la limite
intersegmentaire etant tangente a leur courhure frontale ; vesicule
seminale suivie ou non d'une poche ejaculatrice. Vitellogenes strictemcnt limites au segment anterieur. Bourse copulatrice petite OU tres
grande. Parasites intestinaux de Procyon lotor (L.).
Espece-type: Pharyngostomoides procyonis Harkema, 1942 [syn.
P. ovalis Chandler et Rausch, 1946].
Espece congenerique : Pharyngostomoides diglossus (Harkema et
Miller, 1961) comb. nov.
f .,-o""' Cl - DU.Ibo\&;,
ov.1,L .
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There are three additional genera of strigeoids which have the testes situated side by
side: Pharyngostomum Ciurea, 1922, Pharyngostomoides Harkema, 1942, and Procyotrema
Harkema and Miller, 1959. These are parasites
of carnivores and the last two are found in the
raccoon. Parallelorchis can be separated from
all three genera by the morphology of its tribocytic organ which is not separated from the
body and consists of two lateral tongue-like
lobes. Pharyngostomum also has an atrial recess
but it does not terminate in a spherical space
as does that of Parallelorchis. Furthermore,
LaRue (1926) states: "There is no indication
of gland cells around this structure ( in Pharyngostomum) but there are well-developed
muscle fibers." Pharyngostomoides possesses an
ejaculatory pouch which is absent in Parallelorchis. The latter does not possess the ventral
pouch characteristic of Procyotrema.
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Pharyngostomoides procyonis 1't:"""Str. -4a.,k~Ma 1 \ <HZ-

Diplostomatidae

(Figs. 1-10)
Description: Body small, 0.4-1.8 mm in length; forebody spinose, scoop-shaped
with lateral and posterior margins folded ventrally, longer and broader than hindbody in relaxed specimens (0.31-1.1 x 0.29-0.82 mm) often flexed dorsally; hindbody
(0.17-0.89 x 0.19-4>.63 mm) more or less conical. Oral sucker terminal, slightly
broader than long (0.038-0.120 x 0.046-0.150 mm). Pseudosuckers well developed,
incupped in young specimens, protruding ear-like in older ones; with numerous fine
ducts opening into them connecting with paired masses of unicellular glands lying
laterally between levels of pharynx and ventral sucker, sometimes meeting in midline dorsal to pharynx; these glands in some specimens stain deeply and constitute a
striking character, but in others they appear unstained and refractile, and are sometimes barely discernible. Ventral sucker (0.058-0.120 x 0.66-0.140 mm) approximately same size as oral sucker; never raised above surface of body; between anterior margin of holdfast organ and intestinal fork ; usually partially covered by
holdfast organ or completely obscured by it. Holdfast organ well-developed (0.1400.410 x 0.145-0.400 mm) slightly longer than broad; surface directed antero-ventrally with longitudinal slit-like opening in center. Prepharynx very short; pharynx
(0.033-0.095 x 0.029-0.080 mm) usually contiguous with oral sucker; esophagus
short, bifurcation anterior to ventral sucker ; ceca extend to behind testes, gradually
passing from dorsal side of forebody to ventral side of hindbody. Vitellaria follicular, distributed in forebody from acetabulum posteriorly to level of anterior margins
of testes; slightly penetrate holdfast organ; in lateral margins extend to• beyond
level of acetabulum; not continuous ventrally in posterior region in older specimens
(Fig. 9).
Testes variable in position, shape and size (Fig. 10) ; usually situated side by
side in anterior part of hindbody but in 8 or 10 specimens of several hundreds examined either testis may be displaced backward; usually contiguous or close together but occasionally separated by width of testis ; shape varies from spherical to
long oval; size varies 0.128-0.385 mm in length and 0.089-0.240 mm in width. Right
vas efferens arises from the medio-ventral surface of right testis, left vas efferens
arises from the medio-anterior surface of its testis ; vasa efferentia enter separately
posterior surface of seminal reservoir ; latter a confused mass of coils in front of
ovary and between it and Mehlis' gland. Vas deferens arises from ventral side of
reservoir and proceeds posteriorly between ventro-medial surfaces of opposite testes
to behind latter where it becomes convoluted to form seminal vesicle ; latter dis. charges usually through muscular ejaculatory pouch which is conspicuous in some
specimens but not in others; ejaculatory duct unites with descending limb of uterus
at base of genital cone. Latter often protruding beyond surface of body, thus
obliterating greater part of small genital atrium. Cirrus protrusible.
Ovary small, reniform from ventral view, transversely elongated (0.035-0.120 x
0.078-0.190 mm), situated dorsally in posterior part of forebody. Oviduct arises
from dorso-posterior side of ovary, extending posteriad, receives common vitelline
duct upon entrance into posterio-dorsal side of Mehlis' gland. Laurer's canal present; oviduct ampulla-like at its junction. Mehlis' gland and vitelline reservoir
between ovary and testes often contiguous with anterior median borders of testes.
Oviduct pursues sinuous course through Mehlis' gland emerging as ascending limb
of uterus which continues anteriad past ventral surface of ovary to mid-portion of
holdfast organ. Descending limb passes posteriad in mid-ventral plane to unite with
more dorsal ejaculatory duct and empties with latter at tip of genital cone. Vitelline
ducts extend posterior-mesad to ventral surface of vitelline reservoir ; latter extends
ventro-dorsad discharging on its dorsal side by common vitelline duct into posterior
end of oviduct.
In young specimens a deep crescentic furrow present jµst anterior to genital cone
on dorsal side ; in older specimens this furrow becomes part of genital atrium. Eggs
1 to 35 in number, measuring 0.082-0.093 x 0.055-4>.060 mm. Excretory pore terminal. Nerve strand on each side extends posteriad from region of pharynx, lateral
to intestinal ceca.
Host: Procyon lot or lo tor (Linnaeus).
Habitat: Small intestine.
Locality: Wake County, Raleigh, North Carolina ; Martin and Pasquotank
Counties, North Carolina; Angelina County, Texas.
Specimens: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll. Nos. 44850 (Type) and 44851 (Paratypes) of R. Harkema. Also Nos. 44932 and 44933 of A. C. Chandler.
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Diplostomatidae

J.l~ttlC6.MA,
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Phnryngostonwides J,rocyonis, aaw,k
(Figs. I, 4)
D1::scmPTJO:-. (based on 12 specimens): Body
small, 0.76-1.10 mm in length. Foreho<ly 440-

500 long hy •!00-450 wide, scoop-shaped, with
lateral margins folded ventrally. Forebody
longer than hindbody. Anterior two-thirds of
forebody covered by small spines. Hindbody
conical :315-560 by 245-425. Oral sucker subterminal, slightly broader than long, 55-75 by
.58-80. Pseudosuckers present. Glands, if present, weakly developed. Acetabulum 65-75 by
65-100, lying near intestinal bifurcation, often
obscured hy holdfast organ. Holdfast well developed, l 7.'5-380 by 185-340 with longitudinal slitlikc opening. Prepharynx short. Pharynx
.50-85 by 40-60. Esophagus short, bifurcation
of gut just anterior to level of acetabulum, ceca
l'Xtend to near posterior end of body.
Testes two, spherical to ovoid, usually contiguous, symmetrical, but either may be slightly
displaced posteriorly, 165-255 by lOQ.!.225.
Seminal reservoir is enlarged, convoluted, ventral, and posterior to ovary. Vas deferens ex-:
paneled posterior to testes as seminal vesicle.
Latter empties into thick-walled muscular
ejaculatory pouch which unites with uterus
forming hermaphroditic duct in genital cone.
Latter may or may not extend beyond dorsal
surface of hindbody. Genital pore on genital
cone. Posterodorsal genital atrium well developed.
·
Ovary reniform, elongated transversely, located equatorially in body, 65-100 by 105-160.
Oviduct arises from posterodorsal surface of
ovary, gives off Laurer's canal and passes into
~fehlis' gland. Uterus has short ascending loop,
then passes posteriorly to unite with ejaculatory
duct as short hermaphroditic duct. Vitellaria
follicular, in forebody and in hindbody from
acetahulum posteriorly to anterior margins of
testes, extending slightly into holdfast organ.
Vitelline reservoir in midline; common vitelline
duct empties into oviduct just proximal to junction of oviduct and Laurer's canal. Ova not
numerous, 80-104 by 55-67. Excretory. pore
subterminal on posteroventral surface of hindbody.
HOST: Procyon lot or (Linnaeus).
HABITAT: Small intestine.
LocALITY: Wake County, North Carolina;
Angelina County, Texas.
·
Sri-:<1:-.rni\"s: l'SNM Helm. Coll. Nos. 44850
(Type): 44851 (Paratypes).
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Diplostomatidae

Phar)'ngosto111oides adenocephala sr,-tt• B£c:1<Elf01TE,
(Figs. 7, 10)
DEscm PTJON (bascll on 1:2 specimens): Rody
small, 1.2-1.9 mm in length. Forebody 0.700.95 mm long by 1.05-1.26 mm wide, scoopshaped, usually flexed dorsad . Two-thirds of
forehody covered by small spin<'s. Hindbody
.'52!5-8.'50 bv 600-900. conical. Oral sucker subterminal, 1·00-135 bv 1.30-160. Pscudosuvkers
well dewlopcd, son;etinws protruding as lappets, with masses of unicellular glands (Fig. 7).
Acctalrnlum 120-1.50 hy 120-160, located in
anterior fourth of hody just posterior to gut
bifurcation . Holdfast well developed, 275-430
by .100-640. sometiirws ohscurinp; acetabulum.
Prepharynx very short, usually not discernible
in \\·hole mounts. Pharynx 100-110 by 80-9.5.
Esophagus short; bifurcation of gut just anterior
to acetabulum. Ceca extend to near posterior
end of bodv.
Testes tw~, generally symmetrical, sometimes
~lightly asymmetrical, spherical to ovoid, usually contiguous, in anterior part of hindbody,
2.5S-480 by 245-360. Seminal reservoir convoluted, near level of ovarv. \'as deferens
passes posteriorly between te;tes, expanding as
convoluted seminal veside posterior to testes.
Ko ejaculatory pouch, ejaculatory duct joining
uterus to form hermaphroditic duct. Latter
enters genital cone which may extend beyond
dorsal body surface.
Ovary small, reniforrn, transversely elongated, in posterior part of forehody, 95-145 hy
lS0-2.50. Oviduct arises dorsally, joined by
Laurer's canal, next bv vitelline duct. and then
passes into Mehlis' gland. Uterus ascends anteriorly to level of holdfast then passes posteriorly between testes to hermaphroditic duct.
Vitellaria follicular, in forehody from leH' I of
ac-etahulnm to anterior margins of testes. \'itelline resen·oir located at or near ~lehlis' gland
in middle of body. Common vitelline duct
empties into oviduct just posterior to Laurer's
canal. Ova few, 82-102 by 65-68 as measured
alive and embryonated. Excretory pore subterminal on posteroventral surface of hindbody.
HosT: Procyon lotor (Linnaeus).
HABITAT: Small intestine.
Loc:ALITY: North Carolina.
SPECIMENS: USNM Helm. Coll. No. 71586
(holotvpe and paratypes), No. 71587 (paratypes
-one· whole mount and one frontal section).
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Comparison of Adults
Living specimens of these two species can be
separated by color, size, and shape. P. adenocephala is pinkish in color, larger, spatulashaped, with the forebody flexed dorsad. P.
procyonl~ is cream or ivory colored, smaller,
more ovoid, with forebody and hindbow in the
same plane. P. adenocephala has deep staining
glandular masses associated with the pseudosuckers, hence the specific name; these are not
evident in P. procyonis. P. adenocephala does
not have a muscular ejaculatory pouch, whereas
it is very evident in P. p~ocyonis: .

'.

. ... .. .
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The differences in adult morphology ot the
two species are sufficient to warrant separation
hut differences in certain life history stages also
substantiate the nvo species.
In a typical mixed infection the adults of P.
adenocephala are not usually as abundant as P.
pmcyonis and are more localized in the proxin~al ~ortion of the duodenum. The latter species 1s present in the entire length of the duodenum.
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Pharyngostomoides dasyuri ...,.
t>ubois
FIG. 25
Host and origin: Dasvurus viverrinus
(Shaw) from Icena Estate, Tas., 9.xi.1966
( 5 specimens) .
Habitat: small inJestine.
Holotype: length 0.62 mm. SAM, E938,
paratypes (3 slides) E939.
Description: Body oval, indistinctly bisegmented, 0.58-0.67 mm long. Forebody mar.5upiform, 0.33-0.40 by 0.45-0.48 mm (when
:ontracted), with lateral and posterior margins
folded ventrally. Hindbody more or less conical, 0.23-0.27 by 0.35-0.41 mm (when contracted). Oral sucker subterminal, 63-78 by
75-94 µ.m; pharyn'x ellipsoidal, more muscular
but smaller than oral sucker, 57-63 by 40-48
µ.m; ventral sucker bigger, elliptical in outline,
58-78 by 95-110 µ.m, usually partially covered
by tribocytic or:gan; oesophagus short. Pseudosuckers cupuliform, 68-75 by 60-63 µ.m. Tribocytic organ well developed, elliptical in outline, 155-195 by 125-150 µ.m , with longitudinal slit-like opening.
Ovary ovoid, 50-75 by 85-110 µ.m, submedian, located dorsally at base of forebody .
Testes rounded or ovoid, approximately equal
in size. 100-140 by 130-180 µ.m, situated side
by side in anterior part of hindbody, close
together. Seminal vesicle well developed, posttesticular. Vitelline follicles confined to forebody, ""ith a dense distribution from level of
anterior margins of testes, gradually decreasing forwards, penetrating tribocytic organ and
extending medially almost to bifurcation of
oesophagus, laterally to level of ventral sucker.
Vitelline reservoir pretesticular, median or
,uhmedian, at junction of anterior and pos1er 1n r ,egments. Eggs 115-118 by 60-63 µ.m.
t· re , h •n J te ri;il ,., needed for a description of
the bur".t 1,;opulatrix.
Addendum. On 23rd June, 1972, Dr. G.
Gregory collected 64 uncontracted specimens
from the intestine of Dasyurus maculatus
(Kerr), at Ben Nevis, Tasmania. These are
described below.
Body length 1.22-1.53 mm. Forebody cochleariform 0.68-0.90 by 0.73-0.95 mm. Hindbody conical, rounded at extremity, 0.52-0.71
by 0.50-0.71 mm at level of testes. Ventral
sucker 7 5-104 by 9 5-117 µ.m ( average 90 by'
130 µ.m), subequal to or larger than oral,
sucker, 65-95 by 85-115 µ.m (average 80 by
95 µ.m), but more muscular. Pseudo-sucke~
cupuliform, with prosdetic glands well devel.
oped. Tribocytic organ 300-340 by 210-300
µ.m (230-350 by 265-430 µ.m when completely protruded). Pharynx small, 55-73 by
52-65 µ.m.
Ovary submedian, 110-135 by 120-160 µ.m,
Testes spherical or ovoid, situated side by side,
180-255 by 200-300 µ.m. Seminal vesicle
inter- and post.testicular, discharging through
muscular ejaculatory duct (ejaculatory pouch
absent), which unites with descending limb oE
uterus. ( Ascending limb of latter reachin1
mid-portion of tribocytic organ.) Vitelline follicles confined to forebody, distributed in two
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lateral masses confluent anteriorly at ace.. tabul_ar level, divergent backwards where they
ter~mate in contact· with the testes, extending
1
medta~ly to level of intestinal bifurcation (just
postenor to pharynx). In the triangular space
between these two masses are the longitudinal
aperture of tribocytic organ, the ovary and
the vitelline reservoir ( median and pretesticular). Bursa copulatrix muscular, rounded,
220-300 µm in diam., occupying second half
of posterior segment, with dorsal, subterminal
aperture and deep genital atrium. Eggs 1 to
15, 110-130 by 65-78 µ.m (largest BO by 78
µm), average 118 by 71 µ.m.
Relationships:
Pharyngostomoides
dasyuri
n.sp. seems to be closely related to P. procyonis
Har~ema. 1_942. but differs in the smaller body.
the mequahty of the suckers, the position of
the ovary,_ the absence of ejaculatory pouch.
the extension of the vitellaria up to level of
intestinal bifurcation, the greater dimensions
of the eggs, and the geographic distribution. It is probably identical with Pharyngostomoides sp. of Sandars (1957, p. 263),
recovered from the intestine of a Tasmanian
tiger cat, DasyuruJ maculaius (Kerr). .
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Pharyngostomoides 01Jalis lr.ilp.C~tt"'il.uf_' Qu,'"£).. 1 tt/4{p

Diplbstomatidae

Length 1.00 to 1.45 mm, oval in shape, the anterior portion of the hindbody not markedly narrower than forebody: maximum width 570 to 725
microns. Body not distinctly bisegmented, but usually with a slight narrowing near the middle. Forebody, containing holdfast organ, vitelline glands
and ovary, 620 to 835 microns long; hindbody, containing testes and
ejaculatory sac, 400 to 660 microns long. Oral sucker 88 to 92 microns
broad and sligh-tly less in length; pharynx 53 to 61 microns in diameter;
ventral sucker, its center about 220 to 230 microns from anterior end in
relaxed specimens, equal to or slightly smaller than oral sucker, 75 to 88
microns in diameter. Holdfast organ oval or nearly round, 220 to 420
microns broad and about 350 to 440 microns long, but not clearly demarcated posteriorly. In relaxed specimens ventral sucker just anterior to
holdfast organ, but often covered by it in contracted specimens. Intestinal
ceca extend to a level posterior to testis, near hind end of bo<ly.
Ovary small and oval, situated in posterior part of forebbdy in median
line, 132 to 193 microns broad and 83 to 135 microns long. Vitelline glands
composed of numerous small follicles, extending into holdfast organ except
iµ anterior portion, and in foliate sides of body anteriorly to level of ventral
sucker; posteriorly they extend to posterior end of forebody, overlying
anterior ends of testes medially. Yolk reservoir conspicuous but of variable
size, posterior to ovary. Uterus in young specimens pursues an undulant
course posteriorly froni region of yolk reservoir to genital atrium; in older
specimens loops forward first, to about middle of holdfast organ; walls too
delicate for observation. Eggs from 4 to 20 in number, those in anterior loop
without well-developed shells; size-100 to 115 by 65. to 70 microns.
Testes round or ~val, situated side by side, separated by 35 to 115
microns, often one testis somewhat larger than other, from 250 to 395
microns long by 195 to 330 microns broad. Ejaculatory sac conspicuous,
elongate-ov_al, 220 to 280 microns long by 93 to 110 microns in diameter.
Genital atrium on dorsal side near posterior end of body, surrounded by
dense, deep-staining cells to diameter of about 130 microns. Seminal vesicle
not evident.
Host: Procyon lotor
Location: Small intestine
Locality: East Lansing, Mich.
Type specimen: U.S. Nat. Mus. Helm. Coll. No. 45711
This sp.ecies was found in 3 of 10 raccoons examined. In one of them 602
specimens were found, mostly mature, along with numerous Fibricola
cratera, In another between 500 and 600 specimens were found, all immature, while in a thirJ host only two specimens were found, associated
with numerous Fibricola cratera. This species "differs from P. procyonis, the
oniy other species of the genus, and founa-iii.- the same host, i.n a number of
respects. The general shape· is markedly d1fferent, being oval instead of
spatulate, with the maximum diameter of the hindbody as great, or almost
as great, as that of the forebody. Other differences are the smaller and more
numerous vitelline follicles, the more anterior position of the ventral sucker,
which is usually smaller than the oral sucker instead of slightly larger; the
absence of conspicuous prosthetic glands connected with the pseudosuckers;
the larger holdfast organ;- larter eggs; and larger testes. The distance across
the testes from the outer border of one to the outer border of the ·other
measures from 575 to 730 microns in six mature specimens of P. m,alis, and
from 320 to 375 microns in six specimens of P. procyonis of comparable size .
• Hlt>-,'\. 4 .c. CMAJDLeR. ; R. R-4-u..se-1-1
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PBARYNGOSTOMOIDES PROCYONIS Harkema 1942
[Syn. Pharyngostomoides ovalis Chandler et Rausch 1946)
Le type de Pharyngostomoides procyonis est un ex mplaire jeune
1942, pl. I, fig. 1). L'auteur de la description originale s'etait
attache a montrer la variahilite morphologique de l'espece (ibid., pl. II,
fig. 10)._ On peut s'etonner que CHANDLER et RAUSCH (1946) aient pu
(HARKEMA

opposer leur P. oualis au P. procyonis, alors que les deux parasites proviennent du me-me hote, Procyon lotor (L.) et ont des dimensions similaires (voir ci-dessous). Il n'est que de comparer les descriptions pour se
convaincre de leur identite. Les caracteres commons, tels qu'ils apparaissent sur les types de procyonis (U.S. Nat. Mus., Helm. Coll. N°44850)
et de ot•alis (U.S. Nat. Mm., Helm. Coll. N° 45711) , sont:
1° la disposition des testicules opposes transversalement;
2° la presence d'une poche ejaculatrice (visible sur les p reparations
totales);
3° la limite anterieure des vitellogenes du chr.mp median au hord
posterieur de la ventouse ventrale;
4° la forme largement elliptique a presque circdaire et les dimensions
de l'organe tribocytique;
5° la subegalite des ventouses.
P. ovalis
P. procyonis
1-1,45 mm
0,4-1,8 mm
Longuf'ur totale
88-92 µ
38-120/46-150 µ
Ventouse huccale
53-61
33-95 /29-80
Pharynx
75-88
58-120/66-140
Vent~use ventrale
350-440 /220-420
140-410/145-400
Organe tribocytique
83-135/132-193
35-120/78-190
Ovaire
250-395 /195-330
128-385 /89-240
Testicules
100-115/65-70
82-93 /55-60
ffiufs
Nous considerons done P. ovalis Chdl. et R sch. 1946 comme synonyme de P. procyonis Harkema 1942.

Diplostomatidae
T\\ o sp~cies of Pharyngostomoides (Ph. procroni:, Harkema, 1942 and Ph. adenocephala
&.-ckerdite, Miller, and Harkema, 1971), co-ocl"Ur m raccoons (Procyon lotor) in the southeast1-m USA (Beckerdite et al., 1971, Proc. Helm.
Soc. Wash. 38: 139-156). The species were separated by Beckerdite et al. on the basis of several
characters; Ph. adenocepha/a was large, spatula,haped, pinkish in color when alive, the fore body
and hindbody were usually on a different plane
(lorcbodj i7exed dorsad), conspicuous glands were
present posterior to the pseudosuckers, and no
ejaculatory pouch was present; Ph. procyonis was
small, ovoid in shape, ivory-colored when alive,
the forebody and hindbody were usually on the
same plane, the glands posterior to the pseudo~uckers were absent or inconspicuous, and an
rJaculatory pouch was present. Both Pharyngo1101noides species have similar life cycles and use
the same intermediate hosts (Beckerdite et al.,
1971. lo ~.cit.; Miller, I 981, Parasitology 82: 335.142).

lloth species were collected from a sample of
10 raccoons from southern Ontario (Butterworth
;111d Beverley-Burton, 1981, Proc. Helm. Soc.
Wash. 48: 24-3 7). Identifications were conhrmed by comparing specimens with type and
Paratype specimens of Ph. procyonis (No. 44850,
-1485I)andPh. adenocephala(No. 71586, 71587)
obtained from the U.S.N.M. Helminth Collection . -pl1t£> additional specimens from the
t ·.s.rJ rvt. rlelminth Collection or from G. Miller
1
'.'Jonh Carolina State University).
Measurements of gravid adult specimens
,howed that the size relationship reported by
Beckerdite et al. ( 1971, loc. cit.) was reversed in
1
Prcimens from Ontario; Ph. procyonis was sig:iificantly larger, not smaller, than Ph. adeno~( 'Pha/a (Fig. I). Body sizes of the larger species
/'h . 4dr'nocepha/a-southeastern USA, Ph. proC!./"'~is O~tario) were not significantly different
and -fheb:(j(jy sizes of the smaller species (Ph.
procyonis-southeastem USA, Ph. adenocepha/a-Ontario) were not significantly different (Fig.
I). Thus, not only was the body size relationship
reversed but a distinct different in size was maintained.
A difference in body size (or sizes of feeding
structures) of a pair of species which is greater
in sympatric than in allopatric populations is referred to as a character displacement (divergence) (Grant, 1975, Evol. Biol. 8: 237-337). In
our study the two species of Pharyngostomoides
are regionally sympatric; however, two recent
surveys of parasites of raccoon have reported
only one species present. Pharyngostomoides adenocephala was reported from raccoons in Saskatchewan (Hoberg and McGee, 1982, Can. J.
Zool. 60: 53-57) and Ph. procyonis from raccoons in Tennessee (Bafundo et al., 1980, J. Parasitol. 66: 134-139). We examined specimens
from both studies; in each case the specimens
were of the small body size. The size difference
in sympatric as opposed to allopatric populations
suggests character divergence.

The process most often cited as the cause of
character divergence has been competition; however recent criticism by Wiens (I 982, Ann. Zoo!.
Fennici 19: 297-308) and in references cited by
him suggest that there is little evidence to support
this claim. Reproductive isolation of congeners,
climatic differences, predation and resource
characteristics have all been considered to be valid alternate explanations for character divergence (Grant, 1975, loc. cit.). Of these, only competition or reproductive isolation are feasible
explanations for the observed maintenance of a
distinct size difference between the two Pharyngostomoides species in the presence of a size
reversal.
Beckerdite et al. ( 1971, loc. cit.) have observed
that when the smaller species from the southeastern USA, Ph. procyonis, occurred in high
numbers, the larger species, Ph. adenocephala.
occurred in low numbers and had a more localized distribution within the intestine. Thus, there
is some evidence for a density-related, competitive interaction between the two species. Although we have no evidence for reproductive
isolation as an alternative to competition, other
trematodes, e.g., schistosomes, have been shown
to be capable of hybridizing (Taylor, 1970, J.
Helminthol. 44: 253-3 I 4). Assuming small
worms cannot fertilize large worms, it is feasible
that size could be an isolating mechanism.
This system appears to be an excellent one for
critical tests of these two hypotheses. The life ,..
cycle of Ph. procyonis is known, the life cycle of
Ph. adenocepha/a is presumed to be the same
(Miller, 1981, loc. cit.), both species use the same
intermediate hosts, and all hosts, including raccoons, are easily kept in captivity. The role of
competitive interactions or of hybridization. and
the extent to which size differences amelioratr
either, can therefore be investigated in controlkd
laboratory studies.
Specimens of Ph. procyonis and Ph. aden,,
cephala from raccoons in southern Ontario haYr
been deposited in the University of Alberta Par·
asitology Collection (No. I 0682-10683) and thr
U.S. National Museum Helminth Collr•· 1 i 1 (No.
77585-77586).
We thank K. Bafundo and Drs. R. Lichtcnfc:b
.and G. Miller for the loan of specimens. Support
far the initial study of raccoons was from 1hr
Natural Sciences ·and Engineering Research
Council of Canada (Grant 594-91 to Dr. M. Be'·
erley-Burton, Univ. of Guelph), other support
was from N.S.E.R.C.C. Grant A-1464 to JOI.
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FIGURE I. Body sizes of Pharyngostomoides adenocepha/a and Ph. procyonis from the southeastern USA
and southern Ontario (*measurements from Beckerdite et al., 1971, loc. cit.; **n = sample size, vertical bar mean, horizontal bar = range, stippled bar = I standard deviation). Numbers I, 2, 3, 4 on left side of range bar
refer to sample number. Samples~ and ~ = NS; all others significant at P < 0.05 .
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Pharyngostomum Ciurea, 1922
Generic diagnosis. - Diplostomidae, Alariinae: Body two-segmented;
forebody without pseudosuckers; tribocytic organ large, cordiform, '
hindbody a little shorter than forebody or just as long. Pharynx strongly
muscular, larger than oral sucker. Acetabulum present, may be rudimentary. Testes large, juxtaposed. Seminal vesicle convoluted. No genital
cone. Bursa with terminal pore. Ovary situated at vitelline reservoir.
Vitellaria-densely massed in tribocytic organ and extending into lamellar
lateral borders of forebody, may reach pharyngeal level. Intestinal
parasites of mammals.
Genotype: P. cordatum (Dies., 1850) Ciurea, 1922 (Pl. 98, Fig. 1183).
syn. P. fausti Skrjabin et Popow, 1930; P. congolense van den Berghe,
1939 - Baer & Dubois, 1951; in Felis sylvestris, F. domestica, Genetta
tigrina aequatorialis, Acinonyx fubatus, Kinixys belliana; Europe, Africa,
China. Rhodeus si'nensis, Eleotrispotamophilia;China-Faust {1927); Bufo
regularis-van den Berghe (1939); Segmentina calathus, Rana limnocharis,
R. rugulosa, Rana guntheri, Microphyla ornata, M. pulchra, Ooeidozyga
lima; Natrix, Enhydris, Elaphe, Eumeces; Asia flammeus flammeus,
chicks, ducklings, Suncus coeruleus, cat (exper.) - Wallace (1939);J
tadpoles and adults of Polypedates leucomystax megacephalus; China j
Walton (1950).
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2. Genre Pharyngostomum Ciurea, 1922.

Diagnose. - Alariinae : Les deux partiei,; du corps sont assez
peu nettement delimitees. Organe adhesif tres large <'t cordiforme, sans glande adhesive. Absence ue glande$ cephaliques.
V<'ntouse buccale faible, plus petitP quP Je pharynx. Acetabulum
present, mais tres atrophie. Tc>sticull's places cote a rotP 1 ; glande
de Mehlis et reservoir vitellogen<' antericurs aux tt>sticulPs.
Espece-type. - Phnryngosfomnm tordrztum (Diesing, 18:50)
Hemistomum cordat1mi Diesing, 1830.
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Chat11 do

I

para11it.- oot

ete recoltes dans

<fo

I'intestin

MtiqueM, il TaipPi, Taiwan, lr.s 12 et 24

revril•r, 5 ~vril,

7. 8 Pl 22 rnai Hlti2 (n° de rollrrtinn: HC 1fl, 1fi. 18, tn, 21. 22
et 24).
Depot dP troii,1 prPparations Au ~ H •lts,·illP Parasitologi,~al
Lahoratory •· Ml•. n·.s. ~at. .\lus., H,•lr11. Coll. 11° noo:H), le t'-t>l!lll'
dAnR la f'oll111·t ion d,• l'u11t11111· (11° t.) :C-!-lt2), a I' I 11Mt it 11t dt> ZooJo~i"
di' n :ni,·,•rsiti'• d,· \1·1whatPl.

Se~m .. nt anti•ri,•11r s11hl'11rdi1'11rn11•, spat haC'1·• (it lior·ds lati'•rNux

1·,•plies \'PntralP1111>nt), un p1•11 plus long 'JIii' I,· s1•g11H•rit posf Pri1•11r
massif. ov111d ... ( )rga111• f rih1H•yf iqu" 1·m·diformP, I ri•s dPvPlopyu\
Ol'<'-Upant rm•sq1w touti• la ,·onruvit{• du :-11•g1111•11t <1nt1•riP11r. Pharynx
Pllipsoidl', l11•a111·011p plus rn11s1·ul1•11x 'I"" la ,·1•ntow,P hu,·C'alP. \'1111toUR{' vn,fralf• rudimPntairt•, ,·ar-f11,,. i:;011s la pa1·ti1· libr,, dP l'organP
tritirn·~·tiq1w. n:sophag1' tri•s r·ourt; ,·,P<·rt n'att,·ignant so11vPnt f'H!I I"
nin au du hord post iirit•ur d<'s I PSI w11l1•s. ( h ·air,· i,1 tt•rsPgrnPnt air·P.
me,lian. hiloli1•. T,,sti,·ul1•s !!J'fll-,SIPl't'lllPlll 1111111 iluli(•s. opposi•s I l'illlS \"f'l'Salt-m{'11f I'! 1w,·11pant pr1•sq111• 1•11t ii'•rr•11H•11t I,• s1•1Im1•11t post 1•1·11•111'.
\.ill'llogi•nt->s str·ir-t,·1111•111 ,·rinlin,-.s dans I,· s1•g111t•11t an1,:.ri1•111·. .i,·,'f'
lrL'S fort,· ,·n11cP11lratio11 dans lt•s dP11x l11h1•s di· l'(JrganP lnl, .. ,..,
I i'lllP. B1•s1•1·v1 ► i1· \'il1•lli11 inlt•r-tt->st intlairl'. posto, ari,•11: , il1 •llod1wl Is
ll'i:lllS\'l'J'S,ttrX. lo11gP.i11t I" linr·d .inf,.,-i,•111· d1's t,·sl i1·11l,•s
B,,111·,1 ·
1·1,p11latri1·,• f'ildois dt'•lirnif,,p p,11· 11111• 1·1J11strii.:_ti1111 lrnns,·,, rs,tl, ·.
1

Lnrtg111•11r I ul al ..
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